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Introduction

0.1 Statement of the problem

The two northern provinces of the I~etherlands, Eriesland and Groningen, are almost
completely below sea level. Since there are no natural coast defenses like sand dunes,
the area is protected against inundation by a long dike. I~ow there is no subdivisiou
of the area by dikes, so a break in the dike at any place could lead to flooding of the
entire area. This leads to the following mathematical problem.

Suppose we have a deterrninistic function f defined on [0,1] (representing the top
of the dike). Suppose we have i.i.d. random functions ~, ~r, ~2, ... defined on [0,1]
(representing observations of high tide water levels rnonitored along the coast). The
question is: how can we estirnate

P{~2(t) G f(t) for i- 1, ... , n, 0 G t G 1}

- P{ rnax ~~(t) G f(t) f or 0 G t G 1}I IGiGn - - JJJ
(0.1.1)

on the basis of n observed independent realizations of the process ~(n large)?
This kind of problem is typical for extrerne value theory: up to now we did not

have a flood in the North of the Netherlands but nevertheless we need to estirnate the
probability that this will happen next year, say. The special feature of this particular
problem is that it involves maxima of i.i.d. stochastic processes where the maxirnum
is taken pointwise. That is, we are dealing with infinite-dimensional extreme value
theor}~.

The theory and application of extreme values in finite-dimensional space is well-
known and we proceed to give a sketch, first of the one-dimensional case and next of
the high-dimensional case in order to highlight the similarities and differences.

0.2 One-dimensional case

Let us first consider the one-dimensional case. Suppose Xr, X2i ..., Xn are i.i.d.
observations having common distribution function F(unknown). It can be easily

4
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seen that, the distribution function of V"iX; :- ~raaxi~;~nX; is given by Fn and it
con~~erges as n-~ oo to degenerate distribution function. A~1ore specifically V~iX;
converges in probability to x' :- suP{~ : F(x) G 1}. Hence one needs to norrnalize
v~iX; in order (if the limit at all exists) to obtain a non-degenerate limiting distri-
bution function. This actuallv leads to the basic condition of extreme value theorv.
Suppose there exist sequences a(n) ) 0 and 6(~t) E IEZ, so that

n~x Ui 1 ái~ b(7d) - n ~~ n( l) O) - O 1 )limP O Cx lirnF an~-F6n Gx 0.2.1

for all continuous points ~ E IR, where G is a non-degenerate distribution function.
We sap F is in the domain of attraction of G, notation: F E D(G). One can choose
the normalizing constant a(~a) and b(n) in such a way that G can be represented as
G(~c~) - exp {-(1 -F ry~)-1~7}, whenever 1 f ry~c ) 0 where ry E IR (by convention,
(1 f ryx)-i~7 - exp(-x) if ry- 0). The limiting distribution function G of (0.2.1) is
known as the extreme value distribution function and ry is called extreme value index.
So ry characterizes the distribution function G. It can be easily observed that (0.2.1)
is equivalent to

lim s[1 - F(a(s)x ~ b(s))] -- log(G(x)). (0.2.2)
s~x

In our case F is unknown, so for large s we shall try~ to approximate it by G in the
following way: using (0.2.2) we can say intuitively

1 ~c - b(s) 1 ~ - b(s) -~~~
1-F(~c)~--logG~~ ~ --~lfry ~ . (0.2.3)

s a(s) s a(s)

Replacing the unknown quantities a(s), b(s) and 7~ by suitable estimators (see Hill
(1975), Pickands (1975), Dekkers, Einmahl and de Haan (1989)) one gets an estimator
of F.

0.3 Multidimensional case
Suppose (X, Y), (Xl, Yl), (X2, YZ), ... are i.i.d. random vectors with distribution
functions F. Suppose also the marginal distribution functions are continuous.

The convergence ( ~a -~ oc) of

C Uz~Xt-bn Vi~Yi-dnl ( 0.3.1)
un Cn J

in distribution (with norming constants an, cn ~ 0, bn, dn) is equivalent to the con-
vergence of
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(0.3.2)
~nC ~ti 1 .?1 i - ~n ~ ,

, (0.3.3)
~C ~i-1 ~ ~ - ~n ~

and

1 1 1n n
(0.3.4)

n~ 1- Fr(Xi)' ~ 1- Fz(Y~)~-i 1-~
in distribution, where Fl and F2 are the two marginal distribution functions of F.
l~ote that r and i both have the distribution function 1- i~ 1 1. Sor-f,,(~) r-FZ(y,l x,
for the joint convergence it is sufficient to consider a standard or "simple" case.

The limit distributions of (0.3.2) and(0.3.3) are

exp {-(1 f ryr~)-71 } and exP {-(1 f ryzx) ,2 }

respectively so there are two real parameters: ryl for the first component, ryz for the
second one. The lirnit distribution of (0.3.4) is

i 2~ 1 n tan B v 1 n cot B 1~(dB) } (0.3.5)
x y ) JJJ

where ~ is the distribution function of a finite measure on [0, 2] with

~~(1 n tan e)~(~e) -~~(1 n cot e)~(de) - i
0 0

(de Haan and Resnick (1977), Deheuvels (1978), Pickands ( 1981)). The limit distri-
bution of (0.3.1) then becomes

exp r f Z~ 1 ~ tan B3 v 1 n cot Bl 1~(dB) }
l- JO~ (1 f ryrx)Tl (1 f ryz~)7y J JJJ

depending on two real parameters and a finite measure on [0, 2].
It is useful to say a bit more about the origin of ~. Write U; :- (1 - Fr(X;))-r

and L; :- (1 - Fl(};))-r, i- 1, 2, ... and let Fo be the joint distribution function.
The limit relation



Fn(CIn.C -~ Ón, Cn4J ~- Ctn) - ~~ Vi1X~ - bn G~ ~iI Y' -~n G
y~l un Cn

-~ G ((1 ~ ?'Ix)I~7~. (1 ~ ~y2y)'~7z) ( 0.3.6)

llnplles

Fo'(7ax, rey) --~ G(~r, y). (0.3.7)

and hence

n{1 - Fo(nx, ny)} ~- log G(~, y). (0.3.8)

Define for ~a - 1, 2, ... the measure vn by

vn {(s, t); s~ x crr t 1 y} :- ra {1 - Fo(rtx, rey)} . (0.3.9)

Then (0.3.8) says that the measures vn converge to a measure v. That is,

~aP {~a-I(UI,VI) E A} --~ v(A) (0.3.10)

for any Borel set A C [0, oo)z ~{(0, 0)} with v(8A) - 0. Obviously v is hornogeneous,
v(aA) - a-IV(A) for a) 0, hence for r ) 0 and 0 c B C~r~2

v ~(s, t)~s V t ) r, t C tan B} - r-I~(B)
s 1

with ~ as before. So ~ originates from a transformation very similar to the transfor-
mation to polar coordinates. In fact (t ---~ oo)

tP ~U V V) t, U c tan B~ -~ ~(B) (0.3.11)

and convergence of (0.3.1)

lllis

equivalent to conve111rgence of the two marginals and
(0.3.10).

Let us consider two cities on the Dutch sea coast, viz, Hoek van Holland and
Delfzijl, which are protected by the dikes. From about 1885 on wards, water levels
during high tide have been monitored without any interruption and in a reliable way.
There has been no flood in these two cities since the begirming of the monitoring
of high tide water-levels. The important issue is to estimate the probability of the
occurrence of flood in future in any of the two cities on the basis of the observed data.
The common practice of estimating by- empirical distribution function will not help
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in this case as there is no incidence of flood. So using the given data we are trying
to estimate the probability of a calarnity which has not occurred yet.

Let us forrnulate the problern mathematically: Suppose, (Xr, rí), (~2, ~z), ..-,(Xn, Yn)
is a random sarnple from a bivariate distribution function F. We are given a vector
(~w, z) with very low exceedance probability 1- F(w, z) - Pr(~ ) w or Y) z) -: p.
We want to estimate this exceedance probability p using the given sarnple, but(~w, z)
are so large (and hence p is very small) that there is no obse~rvation which exceeding
(w~ z).

l~ow from (0.3.6) and (0.3.8) it follows that

7~ :- 1 - F(w, z) ~ -t-r logG ~ ~1 -F ?'r
u ( )(t} ~ i~7~ ~ z -(d(t) ~ r~7z ~

at
. lfryl `t)

So it is esserrtial to estirnate G in order to get a suitable estimator for ~. This can
be done using either (0.3.5) combined with (0.311) or (0.3.8) combined with (0.3.10)

0.4 Infinite-dimensional case
This is the context of the thesis.

A program similar to that in finite-dimensional space involves three aspects:

a. characterization of lirniting distributions

b. characterization of domains of attractions

c. proposing estimators and developing properties of these estimators.

Now, unlike in the finite-dimensional framework, we have to make one more choice.
Convergence in finite-dimensional space has an obvious definition but not in infinite-
dimensional space: there are many possible frameworks.

In the literature the characterization of lirnit distribution (topic a) has been consid-
ered in three different framework: in probability, stochastic processes with uppersemi-
continuous sarnple paths and stochastic processes with continuous sample paths. The
latter framework seems most natural and simpte and in this thesis we concentrate on
stochastic processes in the spaces C and D.

The limit processes have been characterized by Giné, Hahn and Vatan (1990). this
solves topic a. Chapter 1 will give necessary and sufficient conditions for a continuous
stochastic process to be in the domain of attraction of one of the lirnit processes in
space C. This solves topic b.

l~ext we propose estimators of the unknown constants and functions needed for
the desired extrapolation, i.e. we give estimators for the characteristics of the lirnit
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distribution. Consistency (Chapter 2) and asymptotic normality (Chapter 3) are
proven under appropriate coiiditions. This gives a solution of topic c.

In Chapter 4 we apply the resu}ts of the previous chapters in order to construct
an estirnator of the failure probability (in the exarnple the probability of a flood in
the l~orth of the l~etherlands) and prove that the estimator is consistent.

Chapter 5 is not directly related to the other chapters. It offers estimators of a
parameter controlling the quality of some estirnators used in Chapter 2. Ideally the
results can be used to improve the performance of sorne of the estirnators in Chapter
2.

0.5 Note
Chapter 1 is based on the paper de Haan and Lin (2001). In order to keep the same
notation in the thesis, we change some notations in that paper and we also correct
some errors in the Introduction of that paper.
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Chapter 1

On convergence toward an extreme
value distribution in C [0,1]

Co-author: Laurens de Haan
Ann. of Probab. 2001, Vol. 29. No. 1, 467-483

Abstract. The structure of extreme value distributions in infinite-dimensional space is
well known. We characterize thc domain of attraction of such extremc-value distributions
in the framework of Giné, Halm and Vatan. We intend to use thc result for statistical
applications.

1.1 Introduction

The two northern provinces of the l~etherlands, Friesland and Groningen, are alrnost
completely below sea level. Since there are no natural coast defenses like sand dunes,
the area is protected against inundation by a long dike. Since there is no subdivision
of the area by dikes, a break in the dike at any place could lead to flooding of the
errtire area. This leads to the following mathematical problem.

Suppose we have a deterministic function f defined on [0,1] (representing the top
of the dike). Suppose we have i.i.d. random functions ~r, ~2, ... defined on [0,1]
(representing observations of high tide water levels monitored along the coast). The

10
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question is: how can we estimate

P{~i(t)C f(í) for i-1,...,~t,OCtG1}

- P~max~;(t)C f(t) for OGtG l~ (1.1.1)
1GtiGn - JJJ

ou the basis of rr observed independent realizations of the process ~(ri large)?
I;ow a typical feature of this kind of problerns is that none of the obsen~ed processes

~ come even close to the boundary f that is, during the observation period there
has not been any flooding-damage. This means that we have to extrapolate the
distribution of ~ far into the tail. Since non-pararnetric methods can not be used, we
resort to a limit theory; that is we imagine that rr ~ oo but in doing so we wish to keep
the essential feature that the observations are far from the boundary. This leads to the
assumption that f is not a fixed function when re ~ oo but that in fact f depends on ri.
and moves to the upper boundary of the distribution of ~ when n~ oo. .Another way
of expressiug this is that we assume that the left hand side in the second inequality
has a limit distribution after normalization. So in order to answer this question, we
need a limit theory for the pointwise maximurn of i.i.d. randorn functions and this is
the subject of the present paper. In fact, this theory of infinite-dirnensional extremes
is an extension of the corresponding theory in finite-dimensional space which is by
now well understood. A short review of the finite-dirnensiona] results is useful at this
point. For ease of writing we restrict ourselves to the two-dirnensional case.

Suppose (X, Y), (Xr; Yr), (;s"z, Yl), ... are i.i.d. random vectors with distribution
function F. Suppose also the marginal distribution function are continuous.

The convergence (n -~ oo) of

C ~i-1
`~i - Ón ~i 1 Yi - dn~

(1.1.2)
an ~ Cn

in distribution (with norming constants an, Cn ) 0, bn, dn) is equivalent to t.he con-
vergence of

` ' n
~r:-bnC V i-1
an ~

~Vi lYi-dnI
~ '

and
n n

~~ 1 ~~ 1

ivl 1- FL(Xi)'tvl 1- F2(Y)

1
n
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in distribution, where Fi and Fz are the two marginal distribution functions of F.
I~ote that i and i both have the distribution function 1- i, ~) 1. Sor-r,(.x) i-Fz(r~ z
for the joint convergence it rs suHicient to consider a standard or "simple" case.

The limit distributions of (1.1.3) and(1.1.4) are

exp {-(1 -F ~i.c)-~~, ~ and exp {-(1 ~ `Yz~) ~

respectivel5~, so there are two real paranieters: ryr for the first component, ~}~2 for the
second one. The limit distribution of (1.1.5) is

exp~-~~
~lntanB~lncotB~~(~~)~

o ~ y

where ~ is the distribution function of a finite measure on [0, 2] with

~ ~ (1 n tan e)~(~e) - ~ ~ (1 n ~ot e)~(~e) -1o a
(de Haan and Resnick (1977), Deheuvels (1978), Pickands (1981)). The limit distri-
bution of (1.1.2) then becomes

exp ~ 2( 1 ~ tan Bl v 1 ~ cot B1 1 ~(~B) }
- f x 1` `1 ~ ryr.~) 7~ (1 ~ Iz~) 72 J J

depending on two real paranreters and a finite measure on [0, Z].
It is useful to say a bit more about the origin of ~. Write U~ -(1 - Fr(X,))-r

and L; -(1 - F2(Y))-r, i- 1,2,... and let Fo be the joint distribution function.
The limit relation

~~ 1 V ut ~~, 1 U u ~ y~ -~ c(~, y) (l.l.s)~ ~.~-r ,-r
is equivalent to

Fó(n~, ny) ~ G(~, y). (1.1.7)

and hence to

~{1 - Fo(nx, ny)} ~ - log G(~, y). (1.1.8)
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Define for n- 1, 2, ... the measure vn by

vn {(s, t); s 1.~ or t~ y} :- rye {1 - Fo(nx, ny)} . (1.1.9)

Then (1.1.8) says that the measures vn converge to a measure v, i.e.

nP{~a-i(Ur,Vr) E A} --~ v(A) (1.L10)

for any Borel set A C [0, oc)2`{(0,0)} with v(áA) - 0. Obviously v is homogeneous,
v(a.4) - a-rv(A), hence for r ) 0 and 0 C B c rr~2

v{ (s; t)~s V t) r, t C tan8 } -~r-~~(B)
l s JJJ

with ~ as before. So ~ originates from a transformation very similar to the transfor-
rnatiou to polar coordinates. In fact (t -~ oo)

tP ~U V V) t, U C tan B~ ~~(B) (1.1.11)

and convergence of (1.1.2) is equivalent to convergence of the two marginals and
(1.1.10).

Note that we have discussed two topics: the characterization of the limit distri-
bution and for each of those, the characterization of the domain of attraction. A
somewhat more extensive review is contained in de Haan and de Ronde (1998). The
mentioned results form the basis for statistical applications. These are reviewed in
the same paper.

The most direct generalization to the infinite-dimensiona.l case is by generalizing
the concept of distribution function. Note that

P{ max ~t(t) C f(t) for 0 C t C 1 yl 1GiGn - - - JJJ

- Pn {~(t) C f(t) far 0 C t C 1} (1.1.12)
That means that we can proceed as in the string of implications (1.1.6) ~(1.1.10)

and beyond. But an equality like (1.1.12) is not valid for probabilities of the type

P { max ~; E E } (1.1.13)l 1GiCn JJ1

so that the connection with convergence of ineasures is much less obvious. That is
actually the main problem in the extension to the infinite-dimensional situation. A
Theorem by T. I~orberg (1984) states that the convergence of

P{max~i(t)Cnf(t) forOCtCl}
llCiCn JJ
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for all continuous functious f is equi~-alent to convergence of ra-r rnaxr~ti~„ ~~ in distri-
bution in the space of upper semi-continuous functions. So this set-up looks attractive,
but there are several problenrs: we do not always get convergence of rrrarginal dis-
tributions, it implies convergence of the probability of too few sets and it is diH'icult
to conrmunicate the result to non-rnatheinaticians. So we decided not to use the
frarnework of semi-continuous functions.

Before explaining tlre frarnework that we used, ~~-e review the two existing results
on the characterization of the limit distributions.

First note if r7 has the lirnit distribution of (V~ r~~ - bn)~an where a,~ ) 0 and 6,~
are norming fuuctions, we have for k- 1, 2, ...

k

v k)i - Bk ,~k ~ ryl
t-r

(1.1.1~1)

where rh, 7t1, ... are i.i.d. copies of ~ and Ak ) 0 and Bk nornring functions. Here
convergence could be in any rnetric space. In particular if b,~ - 0 and a„ - 7a, then

k

k-r ~'r)a ~ r]
~-r

(1.1.15)

A process satisfying ( 1.1.14) is called rnax-stable and a process satisfying ( 1.1.15) is
called simple nrax-stable.

All random functions are defined on [0,1].

Proposition 1.1.1. (de Haan (1984), de Haan and Picka~ads (1986)) Suppose ~l is
co7ati7cuous in probability. The following are equivalent:

(a) ~l is sir~aple rnax-stable.

(b) There exists a collection of function {ge}tElo,rl with gr : [0, 1] ~ IR{, gr E Lr for
all t and {g~}eE[o,r] continuous ín Lr (i.e. II9a, - 9e~~r -~ 0 if t„ --~ t) sucia that
forOCtrGt1G...ctkG1 andxr,x2,...,xk10

1 kf (S)
P{~(t;) G xt, i- 1, 2, ... , k} - exp - J v gr' ds (1.1.16)

- o xzZ-r
Proposition 1.1.2. (Resnick a9zd Roy (1991))Moreover: the process g has continuous
sanaple paths if only if {g~}~E~o,rl Zs contínuous in Lx-norin.

The other result is the following.

Proposition 1.1.3. (Giné, Hahn and Vatan (1990)) Suppose ~ is in C~O,If. The
following are eyuivalent:
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(a~ 7i is si7nple 7raa~c-stable.

(b) Tiaere exists a finite Borel 7neasure o- o7a Ci :- { f E C[0,1]; f ) 0, ~~ f ~~,~ - 1}
with f~l f(t)dQ( f)- 1 for t E [0,1] such tleat for ald f E C[0, 1], f~ 0,

P{~l G f} - exP S- J ~~9~.f ~~xdo-(g) 1l Ci [~,11

or, equivalently, such tiaat for all co7npact Kl, Kz, ... , Km C[0, 1] a7cd ~cl, x2, ...,~;,,~
positive,

- log P( sup 7i(t) G:cl, é- 1, 2, ... , rrc 1 -~ max (suPcEx; 9(t) 1 da(g).
ltEKi C~ ~0,1] 1GiGm ` ~i l

This characterizes the "sirnple" case.

Corollary 1.1.4. (G'i7aé, Haicn and Vatan (1990)) A general ma~c-stable process i7a
C~0,1~ (i.e. a process satisfying (1.1.14~) can be represe7cted as

a(t) (7](t))~~c~ - 1
ry(t) ~ b(t)

witic a, b, ry E C[0, 1] and, a positive and with 7~ as 27c Propos2t2o7c l.l..i.

Remark 1.1.5. The Proposition, Corollary and Remark are also true with C[0,1]
replaced by D[0,1] t,hroughout, Ci [0, 1] replaced by Di[0,1] :- { f E D[0, 1]; ~~ f ~~x -
1, ~~ f ~~x 1 0} (here ~~ f ~~x :- supo~c~l f(t)) and C}[0,1] replaced by Dt[0,1] :- { f E
D[0, 1]; f(t) ~ 0, f~ 0}.

The set-up of Proposition 1.1.1 implies knowledge of (1.1.13) for very few sets E.
Also the polar coordinate type transformation in Proposition 1.1.1 is less tractable
than in Proposition L1.3. So we decided to proceed in the framework of random
functions in C[0,1] and D[0,1].

1.2 Results
The following Definitions and Proposition have been taken from Daley and Vere-Jones
(1988) .

Let X be a complete and separable metric space (CSMS).

Definition 1.2.1. A Borel 7neasure v on a CSMS is óoundedly finite if v(A) G o0
for every bounded Borel set A.
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41'e shall onlv consider such measures.

Definition 1.2.2. A sequence nteasures {vk} on a CSMS converges weakly to a 7rtea-
sure v~if vt.(A) ~ v(A) for each bounded Borel set A~mith v(óA) - 0.

Proposition 1.2.3. Tlce sequence {vk} converyes tv v if arcd only if titere exists a
seqae~tce S~n~ of splteres, S~n~ T Y, such that uk(A) -~ v(A) for each n a~td each Borel
set A C S~n~ witit v(áA) - 0.

We shall consider measures on the space

Ct[0, 1] :- { f E C[0,1); f) 0, f~ 0},

D}[0,1] :- { f E D[0,1]; f) 0, f~ 0}.

By transform

f 1 f

H Ilf IIJC, Ilf IIOC '

C}[0, 1] - IR} x Cl [0, 1],

~~.ith

Ci [~, 1] :- {.Í E C[~, 1]; f? ~, ~~f ~~~ - 1}.

l~ote ( 0, oo] is a CSMS under the metric p(:r;y) -(l~x) - (l~y), x, y E (0, oo]. Hence
Ct[0,1] :- (0, oo] x Cl [0,1] is a CSMS.

We do the sarne to space D.

D}[0,1] :- (0, oo] x Dl[0, 1], where

Di[~, 1] :- {f E D[0, 1]; f ? ~, ~~f ~~~ - 1}.

Theorem 1.2.4. Suppose ~, ~r, 2;2i ... are i.i. d. random element of Df [0, 1]. Con-
sider the following statements.

(i) n V t r~, - ~ ~] in D[0,1]. (and then ~ is simple max-stable).

(ii) v„ ~ v in the space of boundedly-finite measures on Dt[0,1]. (and then the
measure v is homogeneous of degree -1)

with

vn(E) :- nP {n-rt; E E} for E E L3(D}[0, 1])
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Nn~LV

in the sPace of rando7a raeasures on Dt[0, 1] where

n

Nn :- ~ an-~~t
i-1

and N is Poisson process.

We have the followinys irrtplications:(i) ~(ii) ~(iii); ntoreover v(front(ii)) is
the rnean nteasure of the Poisson process in (iii) and, witit ~ frorn (i), for n- 1, 2, ...

P{ri E AK.T} - exp {-v (AK ~) }

wíth, for Fi' - (Kr, ... , K,,,) co7rtpact sets and ~ - ( ~i; . . . ,~,,,),

.9h ~ :- {f E D~[0, 1]; f(t) G~c; for t E Ki, i - 1, 2, ..., nt}.

Moreover

G(ryl) - G v ~i ( 1.2.2)
i-r

where {~i}~`r are tite points of a realization of N.
Firtally, if P{7~ E C[0, 1]} - 1 for tlte process ri frorrt (1.2.1~, titen intplication

(ii) ~ (i) also holds.

Remark 1.2.5. The Theorem also holds with D replaced by C everywhere.
Hence for the space C in part (ii) of Theorem 1.2.4 it is sufficient to require

nP{ fr G n-rl; G f2} -~ v{f; fr C f C.fl}

for arbitrary non-random functions fr and f2 in C}[0,1] and

j~n(.S~) -i I~(SE)

for all e) 0(cf. Billingsley (1968) page 15 Corollary 2).
Remark 1.2.6. If P{~ E C}[0,1]} - 1, then (i) holds in the space C[0,1].
Remark 1.2.7. This is the analogue of the equivalence of (1.1.6) and ( 1.1.8).
Theorem 1.2.4 characterizes convergence to a"simple" max-stable process. The

general case is covered by the next result.
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Theorem 1.2.8. Sappose l;, l;l, liz, ... are i.i.d. random elements of C[0, 1]. Suppose
Ft(~) :- P{~(t) e:z} is corttinuous witlt respect to t for eaclt ~c. Define

Ut(s):-Ft(1-l~s),s~O,OCtG1.

Tite following three statentents are eyuivalent.

(i)

n

v ~i - bn(t) ,an(t) ~ 1Ï
i-1

where an(t) ] 0 and bn(t) are continuous functions, chosen in suclt a way titat
for each t E [0,1]

P{7](t) G ~} - exp {-(1 f ~(t)~)-y(r) ~ .

Then 7(t) is a contin~uous function.

~Z22a)

~t ~ 1- Ftc~ict)) -~ (1 ~ ~(t)~(t))~,,,~,

and the limit is automatically simple max-stable.

222b Ut~n9)-Ut~n) s7(t)-1~... ) an(t)
~ 7~t) (n ~ ~)

uniformly in t and locally unifornaly in s E (0, oo) with y a continuous function
(in IR).

(iv) For each fl, f2 E C}[0,1] and fl C f2

nP ~(f~(t))~~t) -1 ~ ~- Ut(n) ~(f2(t))~~t) -1 ~ -~ t,(f E c}[o, ll; f~ ~ f ~ fz)
Í~(t) - an(t) - ry(t) -

(1.2.3)

n

v ~i - Ut(n) ,an (t) ~ ~l
i-1

1 n 1
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where v is a measure on C} [0, 1] and

P {(1 ~ ~r(t)~l(t))Y~ E aK,y} - e~p {-U(AK,2)} (1.2.~1)

and for each e 1 0

nP ~~ - U~(n) ~ fE(t)~ ~ v(SE) (1.2.5)
a,~(t)

wicere

e7~~~ - 1
fE(t) -- 7(t)

and fE(t) - loge if ry(t) - 0.

Remark 1.2.9. Part (iv) implies

~ - U~(n) 7~
nP ~~1 ~ 7(t) an(t) ~ E~} -, v(.)

in the space of weak convergence of boundedly-finite measures on the space C}[0,1].
Remark 1.2.10. We can reformulate the statement in (iiia) using Theorem 1.2.4.
Remark 1.2.11. So, as in the finite-dimensional setting, convergence in the

general case is equivalent to the (unifornr) convergence of the marginals plus the
convergence of a "simple" version.

Remark 1.2.12. The theory goes through for random functions defined on any
compact set S and not just the interval [0,1].

Let t; be a random function in C[0, 1]. We say that l; is in the domain of symmetric
attraction of ~ if Theorem 1.2.8 (i) is true with a~(t) - cón(t) - a,~ (not depending
on t) with c~ 0.

Corollary 1.2.13. l; E C[0, 1] is in the do7nain of symncetric attractiort of ~7 i„~ for
so~ne a ~ 0,

lim P(II~II~ ~ tr) - r-" for r 1 0
ey~ P (II~IIx ~ t) -

and

(1.2.6)

lim P~ ~ E EIII~IIx ) t~ - a(f E C}[0,1]; f~ E E)
(1.2.7)

r~x II~II~ a(Ci [0~ 1])

for all Borel set E C Ci [0,1] with Q(óE) - 0, where Q is as in Propositiora 1.1.~i.
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1.3 Proofs

~ti'e start with a proposition on simple max-stable processes.

Lemma 1.3.1. Let ~ be sirrtple max-stable in D[o, 1].

(i) P{rt E D}[o, 1]} - 1 witit

D~ -{f E D[o, 1]; f(t) ) 0, f-(t) :- ]9m f (s) ) 0, t E[o, 1]}.

(22) P{nM1{SllptEK; i(t) G.Sxi}} - Ps '{nm 1{Si1ptEK; 7)(t) G.Ci}} for contpact sets

Kl, K2, ..., K,,, C[o, l] and xr, xs, ... ,~c,n E R1, 7rt - 1, 2, ... and s 1 0.

(iii) P{r) G sf }- PS-'{~ G f} for each f E Dt[o, 1] and s 1 0.

Proof. The statements ( ii) and (iii) are obvious. For (i) l~ote

D} -{f E D[o, l]; f(t) ~ o, f-(t) :-19r~' f(s) ~ o, t E[o, l]},

take :-1 : - {t; ~~(t) - 0} and B:- {t; limsTt ~t(s) :- ~t-(t) - 0}. By definition (1.1.15)
the random sets {t : n Vir~i(t) - 0} - fl?1{t : ~ti(t) - 0} have the same law
as A. Nloreover P{t E A} - P{~(t) - 0} - 0 for fixed t. Hence Lemma 3.3(i)
Giné, Hahn and Vatan (1990) yields P{A - cp} - 1. In a similar way we can get
P{B-yh}-1. 0

I~ext we isolate the most difficult part of the proof of Theorern 1.2.4

Lemma 1.3.2. For n- 1, 2, ... let l;n, ~n,r, l;n,z, ...,~n,n be i.i. d. randorrt element of
Dt[o, 1]. Defi7te for n- 1, 2, ...

vn(E) :- nP{~n E E}

vn,E(E) :- nP{~n E E(1 SE}

for all Borel sets E of D}[o, l] wiaere e 1 0 and

SE :- { f E D}[~, 1], ~~f ~~~ 1 e}.

If

n

Mn :- v ~n,i ~ ~l,
i-1

where rl is simple max-stable, then for each positive e the sequence {vn,E}n r is rela-
tively compact.
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Proof ~~'e need to prove tw~o things:

1. The sequence un,E(D}[0, 1]), n 1 1 is óounded.

First note that by (1.3.1) and simple max-stability

lim nlogP{~~~nllx G c}
nyx

n

- lim logP{~~ v~n,j~~x G ~}
nyx

i-1
- logP{~~rl~~x G e}
- ~-ilogP{~~r~~~~ G 1},

the last equality reflecting the fact that a simple max-stable randorn cariable has
distribution function exp -l~x, ~) 0. Hence

11TT1 lin,f(Dt[~, 1])
nyx

lirn raP{~~l;n~~,~ ~ e}
nyx

lim -n1ogP{~~~n~~x G e}
nyx

- -~-r1ogP(~~rl~~x G 1) (1.3.2)

2. {vn,E}n 1 is tiyltt for each e) 0.

1~ote, since vn,E(Dt[0,1]) has a finite lirnit as n~ oo, w-e can check tightness for
the sequence {un,E} as if it were a sequence of probability measures. According to
Theorem 15.3, Billingsley (1968), this is equivalent to the follow~ing:

(i) for each positive ,3 there exists an a~ 0, such that

vnE(sa) G~ fOT dll n

where

SE :- { f E Dt[0,1]; ~~f ~~x ] e} for ea.ch e 1 0.

(ii) for each positive 3 and a, there exists an b, O G b G 1, and an integer ne, such
that

Un,e({ f: Cilf(ó) ~ Ck}) G~ f07' n i n~

Wltll

wj.(b) :- sup min (~f (t) - Í(tr)~, ~f ( tz) - .Ï(t)~) ~
tl CtGtz

~tz - tr~ G 8
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vn,~({f : wj[O,b) ) a}) G 3 for ~n ) 7t~

with

wf ~~, S ) :- snP ~f (s) - f(t) ~~
OGs,tGó

v,~,E({ f: wj[1 - b, 1) 1 ce}) G,Q frn~ yt 1 ~to

with

wp[1 - b, l) :- suP ~f (s) -.Ï(t)~.
1-ÓGs,tG 1

l~ow (i) follows from the first part of the proof. Next we prove (iia), the other parts
are similar. Relation (1.3.1) implies convergence in distribution, hence tightness, of
{1lh V a~2}n i. Consequently

P(lwA1n~~,~2`b) i CY~2}) C~~, JOT 7t i 1t~

Define

Qn,a :- (LVIn V Cti~2)1{Ilnn,cll?a~2 Jar some i, Ilnn,illGa~l, Ior j~i}'

Since Q,,,~ is either 0 or l~in V a~2, we have

P{wQn,a(b) ~ a~2} C P({w'~fn~~~2(b) 1 a~2}) G~3', fo~r n~ na.

Hence by the definition of Q,,,~

~tPn-' {~~~n~~~ c 2 } P {t

for n~~,ó
!` ow

~a (b) ~ 21 - P lwQn,a(b) ~ 2 1 C~; (1.3.3)

Pn-1 {~~~ln~~x C 2}- Prynl {~~Mn~~x C 2}- P {~~~~~oo G 21 - : d. (1.3.4)
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Hence by (1.3.2), (1.3.3) and the definition of vn,

v;,({ f:~~~Q~z(S) ~ c~~2}) C 2!3'~d -: ~3, far n~ rao.

Since

we find

So in particular

wf(S) G
;.a'~~~~~(~) ~ a,2,

vn({f;;,Jf(ó) i CY}) C,i3, fOT 7r i 12.p.

Un,el{J i~f(a) ~ CY}) C~, fo1' 7l i 7Èp.

0
Proof of Theorem 1.2.4 (i) ~(ii) : Note that SE is a seyuence of closed spheres

in Dt [0; 1] and SE j D} [0, 1] as e--~ 0. Lenrma 1.3.2 tells us that the sequence
{vn,.},x 1 is relatively compact for any ~) 0. Hence by Proposition A2.6.IV of Daley
and Vere-Jones (1988) the sequence {vn}n i is relatively compact. l~~ow

hm vn (Ak,i~
n-~x

lim -~ logP {~-r~ E AK,~}
n-yx

r n

lim - log P( rr-r v l;Y E AK,i
~-rn~x l

- log P { ~ E AK.z }

-: U (AK z~ . (1.3.5)

In particular: un{ f E D}[0, 1]; ~~ f ~~,~ 1 e} ---~ v{ f E Dt[0, 1]; ~~ f ~~~ ~ e}. I`ote
that the measure v is determined by its values on AK i for any K and x. Since the
sequence {vn} is relative compact and any convergent subsequence has the same limit,
the proof is cornplete.

(ii) t~ (iii): By Daley and Vere-Jones (1988), Lemma 9.1.IV the statement in
(iii) is equivalent to

(Nn(Ar), Nn(A~), . . . , Nn(Am)) ~ (N(Ar),1~(A~), . . . , w(Am)) (1.3.s)



for each nc E JV and A~, Azi ... , A„~ bounded disjoint N-continuity sets. The
latter ineans that

P{N(r3Ai)} - 0~ v(ciAi) - E(N(8Ai)) - 0 t~ Ai is a v-continuity set.

l~ow (1.3.5) is equivalent to the convergence of

EexP ~- ~~iNn(Ai)~
2-1

E exp ~ -~ a,N(Ai) ~
i-1 JJJ

(1.3.7)

m l
- exP ~ v(A2) ~e-~~ - 1~ 1 . (1.3.8)

i-i

l~ow clearly ( 1.3.6) converges if and only if

m n

- 1 f ~ P{n-1~ E Ai} (e-~' - 1~~
ti-i

- exp I ~a log ( 1 f ~ P{n-1~ E Ai }(e-~' -

m l
E exp ~ - ~ ~iI{n-i ~E.~i } 1 ~

i-1

exp ~~ yaP {~-i~7 E A} ( e-~' - 1~~
4-1

m

exp~v„(A)(e ~' - 1)
4-1

converges to the same limit (1.3.7). And this convergence is equivalent to

v„(A) -~ v(A)

for all bounded Borel sets A of D}[0,1] with v(8A) - 0.
(ii) ~(i) under the extra condition P{~ E C[0, 1]} - 1: The weak convergence

v„ ~ v implies v,,,f ~ vr with v,,,E frorn Lernrna 1.3.2 and

m

i-i

m

vE(E) :- v(E fl SE)



for Borel sets E of Df[0,1]. Then by the previous part of the proof we have

.~',,,E --~ NE u;eakly

with N,,.E :- .N„I{IESe} and N~ :- NI{ fesE}' Since the rnap

m

~ ~li ~ bVm , Íi
i-1

is contiuuous for the point process in C[0, 1] (which is uot true in space D), ~~-e have

1 D
-Vi r~iVe-,~lVe[0,1]~

for each e~ 0. Hence

1 n D
n Vi-1 ~i ~ ~].

0

Proof of Remark 1.2.5-1.2.7 Since the condition of tightness in space C[0, 1] is
~-ery sirnilar to the condit.ion of tightness in space D[0, 1], the proof is similar to that
proof with D replaced by C. Hence if P{~ E Ct[0, 1]} - 1, then P{r~ E C~[0; 1]} - 1.

I~ote that the measure v is defined on C}[0,1] and SE T C}[0,1]. The convergence
v„ -~ v is equivalent to

vn ---~ l~,

where v„ is the restriction of v„ in Ct[0, 1] and

v7l(~E) ~ v(~E)' (1.3.9)

Remark 1.3.3. i~ote that irr the more general situatiorr of Lemrna 1.3.2 t}re proof
still applie~s. So the results of Theorem 1.2.4 aud Remark 1.2.5-1.2.7 stil} lrold if we
change l;; to T;n,i.

Proof of Theorem 1.2.8
(í) ~(ii): B~~ the convergence in space C and the representation of the remark

after Theorem 1.1.2 ~~-e have

Frn (an(t)~ ~ ~n(t)) -~ eXp {-(1-~ 7~(t)~)-,~~, } (1.3.10)
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uniformly in t and locally uniformly in x where

F~(x) :- P{~(t) C~} for t E [0, 1]

It follo~~-s that

~~ {1- F~ ( un(t)~ ~ i,n(t))} ~ (1 ~ ~y(t)~)-,~ (1.3.11)
uniformly in t and locally uniforrnly in x. Since convergence of a sequence of rnonotone
function is equivalent to convergence of their inverses, ~-e have

an(t) ~ 7(t)
~1.3.1'l)

uniforrnly in t and locally uniforrnly in s E(0, oo). Hence (U~(~) - bn(t))~an(t) -~ 0
and (ii) follows.

(ii) ~(iii) : Relation (iiib) follow~s immediately from (1.3.10). Further (ii) and
the uniformity in (1.3.9) irnply

1 ~ 1~ {1 - F~(~~(t))}
t-r

- 1~ ~1 - F~ ~Ut(77.) -I- n ~i
1 ~i - U~(~)an(t)~

~an (t)

--~ (1 ~ ~i(t)~r~(t))r~7~~~ 27b Ci[0, 1]. (1.3.13)
Since all elements are in Ct[0, 1] (cf. Lemma 3.1 and Giné, Hahn and Vatan

(1990), Corollary 3.4), we also have convergence in C}[0,1]. The converse is similar.
(ii) a(iv) I~ote that 7t :- (1 -F ry(t)~7(t))~~t~ is simple max-stable. Hence

J (~7(t))7~r1 - 1 n-7(~) - 1

~
P{~ ) f~}- P l ry(t) 1 ry(t) for all t~ l, ~a -~ oo.

Hence (ii) is equivalent to

V~r~i - Ue(~) v fl (t) ~~. (1.3.14)
an (t) ~

Since f(t) ~(1 ~- ry(t)f (t)) 7~t is a continuous map, (1.3.14) is equivalent to

,

V ~`,n ~- U ~1 } ry(t) ~2 an(t)71) ~ f` (t)) 7~ ~ (1-~ ~r(t)~i(t)) ry~ - ~.
t-r s-r n

~~e(~s) - bn(t) s7(r) - 1
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Define measures G„ by

U~,(E) :- nP(~,,,, E E) for each Bore] set E E C}[0,1].

According to Theorem 1.2.4, Rernark 1.2.7 and Remark 1.3.3, it is equivalent to

7EP{fl C n-r~r,n C f2} -~ v{ f, fl C f C f2}

for arbitrary non-randorn functions fr and f2 in Ct[0, 1] and Gn(SF) -~ v(SE) for all
e) 0. This is equivalent to (iv).

0

Proof of Remark 1.1.5 (i) ~(ii) Theorern 1.2.4 tells us that

P {~ E AK,2} - exp {-v {Ah,x} }

and that for a~ 0 and E E 13(D}[0,1])

v(aE) - a-rv(E)

(1.3.15)

(1.3.16)

Now with F an arbitrary set in C3(Di [0, 1~) apply this relation for Er -{ f; ~~ f ~~x )
r a~Ed f ~~~ f ~~x E F}. Then

~(Er) - r-r~(Er)

Define the finite measures Q on C3(Di [0,1]) by

~(F) - ~(Ei)

Then with f(t) -~i for t E Kt and infinite for t outside U; rK;

`~ ~AK~xI
- v{la; h(t) ) f(t) for some t}

- ~{h; ~~ja~~~ ) inf ~Ï~
~~ ~~x~ ~

~i); ~o,il Ï ~x dQ(9)-

(ii) ~ (i) : The converse is easy.

~
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Fi~al co~nme~ts Considering the content of Theorem 1.2.8 we intend to use the
results not in the way sketched in the Introduction but more directly in the followiug
rnanner (cf. de Haan and Sinha (1999)): one is interested in evaluating (1.1.1) for
fixed k(corresponding to one year, e.g.), so we use part (ii) of Theorem 1.2.4:

P {~lkl (t) :- rnaxT~k ~;(t) G f(t) f or 0 G t G 1}

~~U ~9; 9(t) C k 1-Fé (J(t)) .Í~or 0 G t G 1~

where the right hand side of the last inequality is asymptotiJJJcally constant.
What we need in order to estirnate the right hand side, is an estirnator for the

measure v(possibly via the spectral rneasure Q frorn Proposition 1.1.3) and asymp-
totic estimation of ~{1 - Fk(~c)} which can be done rnore or less via one-dirnensional
extreme-value results. The latter requires, for exarnple estimation of the function ry(t)
frorn Corollary 1.1.4 by a continuous function. They are discussed in Chapter 2 and
Chapter 3.

Acknowledgement. ~Ve wish to thank H. van der Weide (Delft Lniversity of
Technology) for several helpful suggestions.
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Chapter 2

Weak consistency of extreme value
estimators in C [o, l]

Co-author: Laurens de Haan

Abstract. We prove that when the distribution of a stochastic process in C[0, 1] is in
the domain of attraction of a max-stable process, then natural estimators for the extreme-
value index (which is now a continuous function) and for the mean measure of the limiting
Poisson process are consistent in the appropriate topologies. The ultimate goal, estimating
probabilities of small (failure) sets, will be considered later.

2.1 Introduction

Multivariate extreme value theory and its statistical implications are by now well
understood (Resnick (1987), R.L. Smith (1990), de Haan and de Ronde (1998) just
to mention a few references). Giné, Hahn and Vatan (1990) have characterized max-
stable stochastic processes in C[0.1]. This seems to be the most sensible extension
of extreme-value theory to infinite-dimensional spaces. de Haan and Lin (2001) have
characterized the domain of attraction of max-stable processes in C[0, 1]. The aim of
the present paper is to initiate making these results useful for statistical application
by proving consistency of natural estimators for the main "parameters" of the max-
stable process based on the observations frorn a process which is in its domain of
attraction. The result is stated in Theorem 2.2.1.

Infiníte-dimensional extreme-value theory seems to be useful in a problem of coast
protection (cf. de Haan and Lin (2001)). Another possible application is in financial
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risk: investors usually spread their capital over many different investments; a typical
portfolio may consist of hundreds or even a thousand different investments. ~~'hen
assernbling a portfolio, investors may want to assess the probability that the total
invested amount falls below a certain cery low threshold (failure). In principle rnulti-
variate extreme value tlreory can be helpful to assess such probability but given the
large uurnber of dimensions, it seems sensible to approxirnate the setting by on infinite-
dirnensional one. Ofcourse the present results are not sufficient for such an application
but they form a step toward this goal.

Next we explain the frarnework of our results. Consider a sequence of i.i.d. random
processes t;l, ~1, ... in C[0, 1]. Suppose the sequence of processes

maxr~a~n ~s(t) - ~c(ryi) (2.1.1)
~ a~(n) eE[o,r]

converges in C[0, 1] to a stochastic process ~ with non-degenerate marginals. Here
a~(n) ) 0 and bt(n) are non-random normalizing constants chosen in such a way that
the rnarginal limit distributions are standard extreme-value distributions of the forrn
exp{-(1 f ryx)-i~~} for some ~~ E IR, 1~-ry:c ) 0 and defined by continuity for 7- 0.

We need the following result from de Haan and Lin (2001), Theore~m 2.4 and 2.10.

Proposition 2.1.1. The seyuence of stochastic yrocesses (2.1.1) converges in C[0, 1]
to a stoclaastic 7~rocess 7t witle non-degeraerate rnarginals if and only if

i

1 n
nv~t~r1

t-i
(2.1.2)

in C~0,1~ with ~;(t) :- 1-F~(f (~)) and ~)(t) :- (1 f y(i)r)(i))rl7(~) for t E [0.1].

An eyuivalent staternent is: there is a rneasure v on C}[0,1] :- {f E C[0,1]; f)
0, f~ 0} such that for each c~ 0 the restriction of the rneasure vs defcned 6y

Us(.) :- s~ 5 S~r(t) E. 1 .

to S~ :- { f E Ct[0,1]; ~~f ~~,o ~ c} converges weakly (s -~ oo) to the restriction
of v to S~.

ii

UL(S2) - U~(S) - 27(~~ - 1
lim
syx a~(s) ry(t)

(2.1.3)
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anrl

ar(5~) - 7(r)lirn - x
s-ix al(S)

(2.1.4)

locally unifoT7llly foT :G E (0, oo) and uniforncly for t E [0, 1] wice~~e ar(s) :-
ar([s]) (frorra (2.1.1JJ.

The probability distribution of the limit process r7 is deterrnined by the continuous
function ry(the extreme value index) plus the measure v.

In particular for each function f E C[0, 1], f) 0, we have

- log P{(1 ~ y(t)rt(t))i~~~ri G f(t) for all t} - v{g E Ct[0,1]; 9~ f} (2.1.5)

(Giné, Hahn and Vatan (1990), de Haan and Lin (2001) Remark 1.5). Moreover the
measure v is homogeneous i.e. for any Borel set A and positive a

v(aA) - a-rv(A) (2.1.6)

Hence

[- { ~(t) - óa(n) G f(t) for all t~~n -~ P t C tar(ryt) JJJ {~( ) fO for all t} . (2.1.7)

l~ow we proceed as in the finite-dirnensional case: we fit the lirnit distribution to
the tail part of the distribution of the original process. Next this limit distribution
enables us to extend the original probability distribution beyond the range of the
available data as follows:

A failure region F is defined, for example, by F- {!; (t) ~ f(t) for some 0 G
t G 1} with f a contirmous function which is extrerne with respect to the sarnple
in the sense that 1;;(t) G f(t) for i- 1, 2, ..., n and 0 G t G 1. This implies
that f must depend on n, the sample size, i.e. f- f„ and in fact we assume that

f(t) - Ur (~h(t)) with la a fixed positive continuous function, c„ a sequence of

positive constants (typically c„ ~ oo) and

Ur(~) :- ~ 1 ~ ~ (x) (2.1.8)
1-F~

with Fi(~c) :- P{~(t) G~} (cf. de Haan and Sinha (1999), relation (1.5)). The
sequence k„ represents, as it will become clear, the upper portion (k„~n) of the
sample that is used for estimation purposes.
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~~'e shall now attempt to explain the intuitice reasoning that leads to a way to
estimate P(F): for a -~ oo, k- k(7t) -~ oo, k(n)~~a -~ 0

P{~(t) ~ f„(t) for some t E [0,1]} (2.1.9)

- P{ 1-r (~(~)) ~ 1 -F~(I„(~)) for some t E [0, 1] }

- P { 1-F~~~(~)) ~ nk)a(t) for some t E [0,1]}

- nvk {y E C}[0,1]; y(t) ~ c„h(t) for some 0 c t C 1}

(.:.) nv{y E C}[0, 1]; y(t) ~ c„fe(t) for some 0 G t G 1}
(2.1.~) ~cn v{y E C}[0, 1]; g(t) 1 h(t) for some 0 G t G 1}.

The approximate equation ( ~`) follows from the convergence of (2.1.1) (see Prop.
2.1.1).

Now in order to turn this into a useful statistical tool we need to estimate the
measure v. Moreover we need to estimate the unknown function ia which can be
evaluated approximately as follows:

h(t) - ~ ~ 1 ~ ~,(t)fn(t) - b~(k) ~l7(~)
. (2.1.10)

72(:n{1 - F~(.ln(t))} ~ 7tCn ~ ut(k) ~

Hence we also need to estimate the functions ry(t), a~(k ) and b~( k). The estimation
of these four objects is the purpose of this paper. The actual estimation of P(F) is
the subject of future research.

Finally we remark that all our results still hold if the time parameter runs through
an arbitrary compact set, not just [0, 1].

2.2 Result
Suppose that {~t i~ 1} are i.i.d. random elements of C[0, 1] and that F~(x), the
marginal distribution function of ~,(t), is a continuous and increasing function of ~
for each t.

Assume that

P {infï;l(t) 1 0} ~ 0 (2.2.1)

(this can be achieved by applying a shift).
Define for x ) 1

Ut(~) -- Fi (1 - ~)
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and the fuuction a~(.) by a~,(s) :- a~([s]) for s ) 0(cf.(1.1.1)).
From (2.21) we can suppose

inf li~(2) ~ 0.OCLC1

~Ve assume weak convergence of the inaxima in C-space:

Vai~~(t) - U~(7z) d, rl(t) (2.2.2)
a~(n)

where a,(n) is positive and in C[0,1] and ~rt is a random element of C[0, 1] satisfying

P(~i](t) C ~) - eXP {-(1 f ~Y(t)x) ,ir ~

for each t E [0, 1] with ry E C[0, 1]; the extrerne value index of ~r(t) is ry(t) for each t.
Let ~l,n(t) G~Z,,t(t) G... G ~n,n(t) be the order statistics of ~t(t), i- 1, 2, ... , n. Vl'e
define t}ie following sample functions

1 k-1

IL'hi)(t) - ~ ~ (loó~n-i,n(t) - loó~n-k,n(t))~ J - 1, 2. (2.2.3)
~-o

I~ow we define estirnators for ry(t), a~(k) and b~(k) as in Dekkers, de Haan and Einrna}il
(1989):

'ryn (t) - M,~,r) ( t) (Hill estirnator) ; (2.2.4)

-r

"ryn(t)-1-2 1- ~) ,
lÍ~1n21 l (~rnr))2 ~

(2.2.5)

yn(t) - ry"n (t) ~- ry;, (t) (1~~Ioinent estimator) ; (2.2.6)

UL(~) - ~n-k,n(t)~ (2.2.!)

~c( ~ ) - ~n-k,n(t)7n (t)(1 - 7n (t)) (2.2.8)
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(location and shift estirnators).
For fixed t these are well-known one-dirnensional estirnators (cf. e.g. de Haan and

Rootzén (1993)).
l~ext we denote for i- 1, 2, ...,~

~t ( ~t(t)-Uc(k) 1 -rt~
C;~~(t) .- ~ { 1 ~ ryn(t) ~ ut(-) ~ ~-ryn (t)~~

~~n

and

1

1 - Fn,t~~z~(t) ~- (~~(t))
, ,~with 1 - Fn,~(~) -- n ~~r-~ 1{~;(~)~~}-

Define the estimators

(1) 1 ~` k '(1)Un,k(~) ~- ~ ~L~ 1 ~.n~z E -~ ,

v~z~ 1 n 1~~~~z~ E.~.n,k(-) ~- ~C ~ l 7t~i 1
i-i

(2.2.9)

(2.2.10)

The latter estirnator has been inspired by Huang (1992), the former by de Haan and
Resnick (1993).

Theorem 2.2.1. As k -~ oo, n-~ 0 we iaave

sup I ry,}, ( t) - ry}(t)I ~ 0 w2th ryt(t) - ry(t) V 0 (2.2.11)
o~c~i

sup I ryn (t) - y-(t)I ~ 0 with ry-(t) - ry(t) n 0 ( 2.2.12)
o~c~r

sup ~7n(t) - 7(t)~ ~ 0
OCEG1

sup
OGCG1

U~l(k) - Ut(k)

Ql(g)

(2.2.13)

~ 0 (2.2.14)
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sup
UCIGl

at(k) - 1
at(k)

(1) d
vn.klS~ ~ UIS~

-i Q (2.2.15)

(2.2.16)

(z) d
vn.kls~ ~ vls~ (2.2.1 7)

in the space of firtite rrteasures ort C}[0, 1], as before with c 1 0 and

S~ :- {f E C}[o, l1; I~f ~Ix 1 c}.
Remark 2.2.2. Relation (2.2.16) and (2.2.17) rnean that

vn'k(E) --i v(E), i - 1, 2

in probability where E C S~ is a Borel v-continuous set (cf. proof of Lemma 2.3.1).

2.3 Proofs
~~e first prove sorne auxiliary results.

Lemma 2.3.1. Defi~te the ra7tdo7n ~rteasures

7Un,k(.) - ~ ~1 S ~(,{ E . 1 .

i-1 l

Ask-~oo,n--~Oandc)0

in the space of finite nteasures on C}[0, 1].

Proof. According to Daley and Vere-Jones (1988) Ttreorern 9.1.VI, for (2.3.1) we only
need to prove for any Borel v-continuous sets Er, Ezi ... , Em C S~,

d
Un,kIS~ ~ VIS~e (2.3.1)

(vn,k(Er), ~n,k(E2), . . . , ~n,k(E.n)) ~ (~(Er), v(EZ), . . . , v(E,,,)) in probability.
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Since the linlit is not random, this is equivalent to: for any Borel v-continuous set
ECS~,

vn,k(E) -~ v(E) in probability.

Lsing characteristic functions we know that this is equivalent to

~P ~~~Z E E~ --~ v(E),

which is same as

(2.3.2)

(2.3.3)

vk ~s~ --~ v~s~ weakly . (2.3.4)

This has been proved in Proposition 2.1.1 i. ~

Next we show the convergence of the tail empirical distribution functions.

Lemma 2.3.2. For each t, let ~l,n(t) G~2,n(t) C... C~n,n(t) Le the order statistic
of ~,(t) i. - 1, 2, ... , rt and defirte - -

1
TL

1 - Fn,t(:c) - ~ ~I{C;(t)~kx}~
i-1

Then for any positive c

sup 1- Fn,t(~) - 1 ~ 0; (2.3.5)
OGIGl,x~c ~

a7td

sup ~Cn-kx,n (t) - 1 ~ 0. (2.3.6)
OGtGl,x~c n ~

Also, suppose ~ and T are continuous functions defined on [0, 1] witit t~ G 1, r G 1,
n~ ~ r G 1. Then

sup
ou~l

and

supo~t~l

Cn-;.n(t) ~(t)
1 ~ ~;n-k.n(l) ~

- 1 1

k t-o tc(t) - 1 - t~(t)

cn-: n~e~ ct~ cn-; ntti "~
1 k-1 (Cn-k,~~R -1 ~S"-k.n(iS~T -1 2-rc(t)-T(t)
k ~~-a w(t) r(t) - (i-K(e)-r(c))(1-K(t))(r-7(t))

(2.3.7)

(2.3.8)
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Proof. From Lemrna 2.3.1 and the use of Skorohod's construction we can suppose

~n,k~s~ --~ v~s~ for each c) 0 a.s.

where S~ -{ f E Ct[0, 1], ~~f ~~a 1 c}. l~ote that this is convergence of finite random
measures. For any finite measures v, ~, define the rnetric (cf Daley and Vere-Jones
(1988), (A2.5.1))

d(v, ~) : - inf{e J 0: for all closed sets F E C}[0,1],
v(F) G~(FE) ~- E artd ~(F) c v(FE) f e}

where FE :- { f E C}[0,1], f- y~~,~ C e f ar sorrae g E F}.
Now for any positive e eventually

d(Un~k~Sce U~Se) ~ ~ (l.S..

Next define the closed set

Ex,t -{f E C}[6,1); f(t) 1~}.

l~ote that in our situation the set E~ t is the sanre as Ex-E,c. .Also v(Ex,t) -
Giné, Hahn and Vatan ( 1990) P.150-151). It follows that for x ) c, 0 G t c 1

1- Fn,t(~) - Un,k(.f E C}[6,1]).f(t) 1~)
- Un,k(Ex,t) C U(Ex-E,t) f~- x1E ~~1

and

1 (seex

1- Fn,t(~) ~ Un,k(Exte,t) ~ V(Exf2e,t) -~- 1 - E.
x -i- 2s

This proves (2.3.5). Staternent (2.3.6) follows because the uniform convergence of
the function 1- Fn,t(x) to i is equivalent to the uniform convergence of its inverse
n~n-kx,n(t) to the sarne function.

For (2.3.7), observe that

cn-~,nct~ Kc~~
r k-1 (Cn-~t)) -1

k ~i-0 w(t)

n r ~(t) r ~`k-r (Cn-,,n(t)n)~`c`~-(Cn-k.n(t)n)Rc~~
- ( k ~n-k.n(t) ) k `í-0 ~(t)

n 1 K(t) r n t ~(t)-1
} (k ~n-k,n(t)~ ~n~n-ktl.n(t)(1

- F (~))2 d~.

K(t)
00 2

(k ~n-k.n(t)) ~n~n-kfl.n(t) (~n~n-kfl~n(t)
3K(t)-IdS ) dFnrt(~)

x ()
(k~n-k.n(t)~IG

t

~n~n-kfl,n (t)(1 - Fn,t(~))xk t -rdx

(k tn-k.n(t) JK(t) fix(1 - Fn,t(x))xK(t)-rdx
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From ( 2.3.5) and ( 2.3.6) the second part converge to 0. So we orily need to prove

sup
o~c~i

x

(1 - F,,,t(T))xK(t)-ld~ -
1

1 - tc(t)
~ 0. (2.3.9)

Let ~é:- supt ~;(t), i- 1, 2, ..., n. These are i.i.d. r.ds. From Proposition 2.1.1
we have

~ ~ Y~ - ~ ~ suP CT(t) - suP ~ ~S~(t) --~ suP ~1(t) -: Y"
t-in i n t c 1 n t

in distribution. ~~~here we know

t. 1
P(Y G ~) - exP ~ - ~ c ~

for some c ~ 1.
Let 1n-~,,,, i- 1, 2, ... ;~a be the order statistics of ~;, i - L 2, ... , n, and

1 - Fn(x) :- ~~ 1(~i,n ) ~~ ).
i

~~'e have

1- F,,,t(~) G 1- Fn(x).

Hence for any y 1 0 by one-dimensional results

fx(1 - F,,,t(~))x~(t)-'dx G fy (1 - F„(x))x~(t)-Idx

~ f~ ~x~(t)-~dx - ` ~`~~-'Jy x I-rc(t) '

AZoreover
(

f y(1 - Fn,t(~))~K(t)-ldx ~ ry ~K(t)-zdx - 1- yK t-1
unif orraly in t.

1 f 1 1- f~(t)

By letting y-~ oo we get (2.3.9). Hence we proved (2.3.7). The proof of (2.3.8)
is similar.

Lemma 2.3.3. Suppose at(s) ) O,ai 1(s),gt(s) are locally bounded in t E [0, 1], 0 G
s G oo, y(t) E C[0,1] and -

9t(s~) - 9t(s) ~ x~(t) - 1 (2.3.10)
ac(s) 7(t)
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oc(5x) ~ x7(c)
ac(s)

locally u~cifor~raly for x ~ 0, 0 G t G 1.
Tlaeu for a~ny Positive ~, tlaere exists so sucit that for s

ac(sx) - x7(c)
(lr(S)

or, alterrcatively

) so, sx ) so

G ex7~c~ exp{e~ logx~}

(2.3.11)

we lcave

(2.3.12)

(1 - e)x"lcl exp{-e~ logx~} G~`(~ ~) G(1 f e)x7ic1 exp{~ ~ logx~} (2.3.13)

a~ccl

9t(sx) - yc(s) x7(~) - 1

~ uc(s) ry(t)
G e(1 f x~~cl exp{e~ logx~}). (2.3.14)

Proof. ~~'e only need to prove for the case x~ 1; for the case x G 1 the proof is
similar. Frorn (2.3.11) we know that for any er E(0, 1), there exists a positive so,
such that if s 1 so, y E [l, e], t E[0, 1]

Ilogat(sy) - logac(s) -?'(t)logy~ G El.

Take any x 1 1. We write x- eny, y E [l, e) for some non-negative integer ~.
Then -

~logac(sx) - logac(s) - ry(t) logx~
n

G~ Ilogac(se') - logac(se2-r) - ry(t)I -F ~logae(seny) - lOgut(sen) - ry(t) logyl
t-r

C (ryt f 1)er
C er logx ~ er.

For the latter inequality we use logx ~ rc. This proves (2.3.13).
Further note

Qt(Sx) -7~r~ EI E1 El El El E1 Elx Ge x Ge (1-I- Erx )Glf(e -1-Fe er)x
ac(s) - - ~

This leads to (2.3.12).
For (2.3.14) for any e~ 0, we can find sr ~ 0, such that for s 1 sr, we have

(2.3.12), (2.3.13) and

9c(sy) - 9c(s) y~lcl - 1

Qc(s) - ry(t)
G e, far y E [1, e]. (2.3.15)
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Take any .~ 1 1, we write .r - eny, where y E [1, e), with some non-negative
integer n. l~ote

9e(senY)-9t(s) - (eny 7~~r~-1
ae(3) ry(e)

- (9t(seny)-9e(3e~) - 7(b el-1 ne(se~ [~n-1 ge(3e`}1)-9t(se`) - e7~t~-1 ae(se~)
at(9en) .y(t) ~ ar(s) ~ Li-~ ~ ar(3e`) 1'(t) at(s)

~(at se") - en7(t)~
~(y t)-1 ~ n-1 (at Se~ - e17(t)~

e7(e)-r.

at(9) ry(t) ~Z-~ at(9) 7(t)

Applying (2.3.12) (2.3.13) (2.3.15) and '~~~~r G e~~~~~ r, we get

G

G

9e(senY)-9z(s) - e~Y)7~t~-1
at(s) 7(t)

`~~0(1 f ~)e'(ry(t)tE) ~
~?

o~e`(ry(t)tE)eYtt~-r
ry(t)

E(1 f E ~-
ey(e)-r~ e(„ti)(7(elfel-1

7(t) e7(t)te-1

F~i
e(nti)(7(tltcl-r

ry(t)tE
e7~t~-1 7 t fe eanr'~(U-r inrry(l)}e

where C:- supo~c~r ~1 f ~ f ry(c) ~ e,~e te-r -~1 -F e-1- saPry(t) e~~sti~t tE-r
e(nttll7(tltel-I e(ntt)(7(t)te)-r

~
G eC sup(7(t) ~E)5-.~ ry(t)tE -i- sup(ry(c)tr:)~-.~ 7(t)tE
~ -r ..--- 1 ~ ....-, e(ott)(7(e)tEf2f) ~

G C (~ ~ ~ery(c)tEtz~x7(t)fr:f2~~

Hence we get (2.3.14). This finishes the proof of this lemrna. ~

Lemma 2.3.4. With the sarrce coTaditiorts as in Lernrna 2.~.3 artd gc(s) ) 0, we have
fors~oo

at(s) fgc(s) -t ry (t) uni f ormly in t. (2.3.16)

Artd for any positive e, there exists a so ) 0, such that if s, s~ 1 so we have

I loggc(sx) - loggt(s) - xry-(c) - 1 I ry-(t)at 9 G e(1 f x exp{e~ logx~}) . (2.3.17)
g~ 7-(t)

Proof. For ( 2.3.16), we need to prove for any t„ --~ to, and s„ -t oo,

9tn (sn) J 7(to)-r f or y(to) ~ 6 (2.3.18)
ae~ (sn) ~ l~ f or 7(to) C 0

(1) For ry(to) 1 0, frorn Lemma 2.3.3 for any e E (O,ry(to)), we can find so 1 0,
such that for s„ ) so, we have

( ) `s)ry(tn) ry(t~)-~
9t„(sn) - 9t„ so 1- 9" G e 1 f (so

atn (Sn) - ~Y(tn) ( `Sn ~ ~
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which irnplies

11IT1
~t„ (sn) - J6„ (50) - 1

n,o` atn(Sn) 7(t0)

Frorn Lemrna 2.3.3 we get

at(s) ~ o0

s~ oo, uniformly for t E{t : ry(t) ~~ 2 }, which irnplies

9t„(so)lim - 0.
n~~ atn (Sn)

Fronr (2.3.19) (2.3.20) we~ get the first part of (2.318).
(2) For -y(to) G 0, first define

d(9c(s) f rv't(s)) - f~` dx 9t(s) ?~t(s)
ds - s 9t ) x2 - s - sJ x

~t(s) :- f x Jt(sx) - Jc(s) ~l - s
J

x 9t(x) x:z' - 9c(s) for s~ 0 (2.3.21)

fortEE~:-{OCtGl,ry(t)Gc}withanycCl.
Then we get

This irnplies for any positive so,

1`i ext

l~ote

(2.3.19)

(2.3.20)

(2.3.22)

lym
at(s) ~ 1- y(t) urtif oTrrtly with t E E~. (2.3.23)

s~ so.

?~t(s) - f~ 9c(sx) - 9e(s) dx

at(s) - Jr at(s) ~i

From Lemma 2.3.3 we know for any e E(0,1 - c) there exist a positive so such that

9t(s) - 9t(sx) x-z
at(s)

9t(s) -~9 ~~c(x)dx - ~t(s) ~ so J x 9t(2 )dx for
9o x so x

we will pro~e

x7~t~ - 1
y(t)

f ~~1 ~ x71t1tE~~ for s) so, x E[1, oo).
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Since the right side is integrable on ~ E[1, oo), w-e get

x 9t(s~) - 9t(s) d.x ~` ~7(t) - 1 dx 1

shx ~ al (s) xa - lim
~ 7(t) ~c~ - 1- ry(t) ~

This leads to ( 2.3.23).
l~ow back to the proof of (2.3.18) for y(to) C 0, from ( 2.3.23) we get

9en (sn) 9tn (sn) 1

atn (Sn) ~ ~tn (Sn) 1 - Í~(tn)

Since yt(s) ] 0, from (2.3.23), ( 2.3.22) and Lemma 2.3.3, we get, for any e) 0

lim infn-,x 9t (~"atn (sn )

i lim infn~x
1-7(tn) ( Jsolsn tGten(sn) aT~ - 1)

~ lirn inf y 1 f 1 (1 - 2e)u7(tn)-1tlEd,a -
- n x 1-7(tn) so~sn

9tn(anxn)-9tn(an)nt (an)
log( atn(sn) e~(e~}1)

- hmn~x ntn(an)
9tn (en)

1 lim infn-,x 1-7(tn) fsolsn (1 - 2e)v3f-ldv - 1-7(to)

- lim infn-,~ 1-2E 1-(;~)36 - 1 - 1-ze - 1
1-7(tn) sE 1-7(to) - (1-7(ta))sE 1-7(to)'

Let e-~ 0 we get the second part of (2.3.18). The proof of the first part of the lemma
is cornplete.

For (2.3.1 ï), according to (2.3.16) and Lemma 2.3.3 we only need to prove

loggt(s~c) - logyt(s) ~7 (t) - 1
--~ae s

gt(s) 7-(t)

uniforrnly in t and x. That is, for any tn -' to, ~n -~ ~0 1 0, sn -' ~,

loggen(Sn~n) - logyen(sn) - ~có (to) - 1
lim .nyx at s" Í~-(to)9tn (sn )

For ry(to) ~ 0, frorn (2.3.10) (2.3.16) we get ,
1. log 9en (sn xn )-IoB 9tn (sn )
lnlnyx n~t (an~)

9tn (e n )
7(to)-I

log~x y~ (t~7(to)fl

7(to) - 1og ~o;

for 7(to) G 0 since atn(sn)~gtn(sn) -~ 0

limnyx loB9en(snxn)-IoB9rn(sn)

9tn lan )

- Ilmn-.x 9en(snx)-9en(sn)
otn (sn )

This finishes the proof of this lernma.

9t (anxn)-9t (~n) nt (~n)log(~~-~~t1)
- 11Innyoo t t (an)

9tn

z7(t0)-1
- 7(to) '

1
1-7(to)

4tn (en

(]
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ProofofTheorem 2.2.1 ~~'e first prove (2.2.14). l~ote {Ut(~i(t)), i- 1, 2, ..
{~i(t), i - 1, 2, . . . , }. T}len

Ul(k) - ~t(k) - ~n-k:n(t) - Ul(k) - UC(~n-k,n(t)) - UL(j~)

~t(k) - aG(k) - ~l(k)

From ( 2.1.3) and Lemina 2.3.2 we get ( 2.2.14).
Next we consider ( 2.2.11) ( 2.2.12) and (2.2.13):

Mnl~(t) 1 k-1 IoBfn-;,n(t)-IoBfn-k,n(t)
4t(~n-k.n(t))~Ut(Cn-k,n(t)) ~ k ~ti-0 nt((,n-k,n(t))~Ut(L,n-k~n(t))

1 k-1 logOt(Cn-;.n(t))-logUt(Cn-k.n(t))
- k ~i-0 at((n-k,n(t))~Ut(Cn-k,n(t))

Frocn Lerluna 2.3.4 for any E 1 0

cn-:.n~t~ ' "~-t
tLt,l,~l (t) 1 k-1 ~tn-k,nttj~

at(Cn-k.n(t))~Ue(Cn-k,n(t)) - k ~t-o 7-(t)

G E~1 ~ 1 rk-I ( Cn-;,n(t) 17
(t)fe~

k c-.i-0 Cn-k,n(t) J

Sn-; n(t) 7 (t)te
-1

1 k-1 ~n-k.n(t~)
2 f (ry-(t) -~ E) k~i-0

7-(t)fe '

Lsing Lemma 2.3.2 we get

su p
OGCG1

Sirnilarly we get

sup
OCtGl

M,(,i) (t) 1
Qt(~n-k,n(t))~Ul(~n-k,n(t)) 1 - ~-(t)

!Vjn2) (t) 2

(at(~n-k,n(t))~Ut(~n-k,n(t)))~ (1 - 7-(t))((1 - 2y (t))

From Lemma 2.3.4 we get

lim sup
s-~x OGtG 1

Hence

sup
OGIGl

Ut~s~ - 7}(t)

Qt(~n-k,n(t)) -
7}(t)

Lt(~n-k,n(t))

-0.

(2.3.24)

~ 0. (2.3.25)

(2.3.26)
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From (2.3.24) and (2.3.26) we get (2.2.11).
From (2.3.24)-(2.3.26) we get

sup
o~t~I

~~~nl)(t)~~ 1 - 27-(t)
Mn~)(t) - 1 - ry-(t)

(2.3.2ï)

which implies (2.2.12). Hence (2.2.13) is obtained.
l~ow we prove (2.2.14). I~ote

Qt(k) - dt(~n-k,n(t)} MnI)(t) (1 -,~,-(t)).

at(k) - ~t(k) ~t(~n-k,n(t))~~l(~n-k,n(t})

from (2.3.12) (2.3.6) (2.3.24) and (2.2.12) we get (2.2.15).
Finally we shall prove (2.2.16) and (2.2.17). A similar argulnent as in the proof

of Lenllna 2.3.1 shows we only need to prove that for any v-continuous set E E S~
with anv rl 1 0

vn~k(E) ~ v(E), (2.3.28)

ancl

vn~k(E) ~ v(E).

For (2.3.29), we only need to prove that for any e 1 0

}lIII P~d(U~~k~So, Un,k~S~} ~ ~~ - 1

with d, a metric of finite measures, defined in the proof of Lemma 2.3.2.
1~ ote

(2.3.29)

(2.3.30}

k ~(l) - 1 1 1 k
-~i 1 n - I n - ~-~i(t) . (2.3.31)
ra k~~-I I {S;(t)~E~(t)} k ~~-I I{C;(t)~S;(t)} 1- F,,,t ~

Frorn (2.3.5) we get for any 0 G c G b,

sup
OGtGI,cCxG6

1
(x) - ~

1 - F,,,t

Since I-n ~(x) 1 0 is a monotone function of x we get

sup
OGtC1,OGxG6

1
1 - F,,,t

(x) - x ~ 0.

(2.3.32)

(2.3.33)
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Since v(Sb) - e with a positive constant C:- v(Si), for each e 1 0 we can find
b~] E suc}r that v(S6-z~-) C E.

Suppose given the following conditions

sup
OCtG1,cGxG6

and (cf. Lernma 2.3.1)

~~'e have:

1
1 - Fn,t

(x) - ~ c E, (2.3.34)

d(vn,kls~~Vls~) C E. (2.3.35)

(a) For an~. closed set E C S~~,b~ :- { f E C}[0,1], supo~t~l f(t) E[c, b]} we have

vn2k(F.) - un,k (r-n.t(E)) (frorn (2.3.31))
G vn,k(EE)(frorn (2.3.34)) ;

and sirriilarlv

These implies

Hence

d(vnik~s~~,b7~ vls~~,b~) C d(vn~kl s~~,b~~ Un2kls~~,6~) ~ d(Un,kls~~,b~~ vls~~.b~) C 2E. (2.3.36)

(b) For any closed set E C S6, we get from (2.3.34) we get

r-p t(S6) - f(t) E~i}[~, 1], SllPOGtGl [1-~,e (f (t))] i b}

- .Ï (t) E Ct[0, 1], suPo~t~i .Ï (t) ~ ( r- n.~ ) ~
(111b) l

C Sb-E,

and from (2.3.35) we get

1}

Un~k(S6-e) C v((Sb-e)E) ~ E~ v(S6-2e) ~ E G 2E.

Hence

Un2k(E) C Unk(S6) - Un,k ~ 1 (S6)J G Un,k(Sb-e) C 2E.
1-Fn,t

Since also in the case v(E) C v(Sb) c E, we get

d(Un2klSyi vI sb) c 3E. (2.3.37)

vn,k(E) G vnz~(Ef).

d( Un ~k I 5~~, e] ~ Un2k I 5~~, a] ) C E.
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From (2.3.36) and (2.3.37) it follows that

d(Un2k~S~, ~~S~) ~ d( UnkIS[c,sl~ V IS~c.aJ) ~ d(Un2klSbe U ~S,) c 5e.

Finalh- ~-e have

hIT] lllfn-.x P{d(Unzkl Sc, l~I Sc) C 4FI

) lim inf„~,~ P{d(Un,klSc, UI Sc) C~, SUPOCLGr,cCxCb

For latter equality we use Lemma 2.3.1 and (2.3.33).
~tie completed the proof of (2.3.30).
For (2.3.28) note

1
1

F~e(~)-:C

~
n~z'~ - ~1 ~7n(t) ~~t(~ti(a)(k)~t(k) ~ ~-7~n (t)~~~ ~ - Hn,t ~~~z(t)~

with

( ) { ( )
~~t(kx)-Ut(kÍ ~ r ) 7~5

Hn,t x: - 1-I-yn t atlkl V-~
~

ár(-)
~~c("x)~~'e(") ye~k) ~ ~k~

-7nt(t)
7(e)

- {1 f ~n(t) ~~~ ~ kae(" k ~ at(" ~~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~

From (2.2.13) (2.2.14) (2.2.15) and Proposition 2.1.1 ii we get for any 0 c c G b,

sup ~Hn,t(x) - -r~ -~ 0. (2.3.38)
OCtC1,cGxGb

Since H,,,t(~) ~ 0 is a rnonotone function of x we get

sup ~Hn,t(~) - ~~ ~ 0. (2.3.39)
OCtG1,oGxGb

The rest of the proof is similar as the proof of (2.3.29). The theorem has been proved.

a
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Chapter 3

Asymptotic normality of extreme
value estimators on C [0,1]

Co-author: John H.J. Einmahl

Abstract. Consider ra i.i.d. random elements on C[0, 1]. We show that under an
appropriate strengthening of t}re domain of attraction condition natural estimators of the
extreme-value index, which is now a continuous function, and the normalizing ftmctions
have a Gaussian process as limiting distribution. A ke,y tool is the weak convergence of a
weighted tail empirical process, which makes it possible to obtain the results uniformly on
[0,1].

3.1 Introduction

Recently considerable progress has been made in the interesting field of infinite di-
mensional extreme value theory. After the characterization of rnax-stable stochastic
processes in C[0,1] by Giné, Hahn and Vatan (1990), de Haan and Lin (2001, 2002)
investigated the domain of attraction condítions and established weak consistency
of estimators of the extreme value index, the centering and standardizing sequences,
and the exponent measure. Statistics of infinite dimensional extremes will find var-
ious applications, e.g. in coast protection (flooding) and risk assessment in finance.
Also from a mathematical point of view the research is challenging, because of the
new features of C[0,1]-valued random elernents, when compared to random variables
or vectors, in particular the uniformity in t E[0, 1] of the results asks for novel
approaches.

JO
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It is the purpose of this paper to establish the weak convergence of estirnators

of the extreme ~~alue index, which is no~~- an element of C[0, 1], and the norrnalizing

sequences. In fact; we will show the asyrnptotic normality on C[0, 1] of the estirna-

tors under a suitable second order condition and present all the limiting processes

involved in terms of one underlying Wiener process, which means that we have the

sirnultaneous weak convergence of all the estiinators. The results are on the one hand

interesting in themselves, because the extreme value index measures the tail heaviness

of the distribution of the data, and on the other haud the results are a major step

forward in the estimation of probabilities of rare events in C[0, 1]; see de Haan and

Sinha (1999) for a study of this problern in the finite dirnensional case.

In order to be more explicit let us now specify the setup and introduce nota-

tion. Let ~1, ~2, ... be i.i.d. random elernents on C[0, 1]. Throughout assume that

P{infrEro,i~ ~~(t) 1 0} - 1 and that Fr : Ifi' -~ [0,1], defined by Fr(x) - P{~,(t) G x},

is a continuous and strictly increasing function on its support. Define -

U~(s)-F~~(1-l~s),s10,OCtC1.

Vl'e assume that the domain of attraction condition holds, i.e.

~~ max ~~(i) - bi(ra)~ ~a~(n), t E [0, 1]~ (3.L1)
i-1 . n JJ

com-erges in distribution on C[0,1] to a stochastic process, T~ say, with non-degenerate

marginals, where a~(ya) ) 0 and b~(~n) are corrtinuous (in t) normalizing functions,

chosen in such a way that for each t

P{~~(t) G ~c} - exp ~-(1 ~ ry(t)x)-7~~~ ~ ;

see de Haan and Lin (2001); we can and will take b~ - U~. Then ry:[0,1] --~ IR, the

extreme value index ( function), is continuous. Define

t) -
1

~~( - 1 - Fr(~~(t)) ~

~(t) - (1-~ ry(t)~~(t))ri7c~~,

and v,(E) - sP{~~ E sE}, with sE -{sia : h E E}. Clearly the ~~(t) are standard

Pareto random variables, i.e. P{~;(t) C x} - 1-l~x, x~ 1. It follows from Theorem

2.8 in de Haan and Lin (2001), that there exist a homogeneous measure v on C[0,1],

such thatfor any g~ 0

P{~ C g} - exp{-v({f E C[0,1], f~ g})},
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and

vs -~ v, as s~ oo,
weakl~~ on S~ :- { f E C[0, 1] : sup~E~~ r~ f(t) 1 c}, for any c) 0, and

lJ~(71:G) - (J~(7l) ~7Í~) - 1

a~(~ra) ~ y(t) , as n -~ oo,

uniformly i1i t E [0,1] and locally~ uniforrnly in x E (0, oc).
Throughout assume that l~ - k(7a) is a sequence of positive integers satisfying

k-~ oe and k.~~n -~ 0, as ~t -; oo. Fix t E [0, 1]. Let ~i,n(t) G~z,n(t) G... G~„ n(t)
be the order statistics of ~t(t), i- 1, 2, ...,~. We define the following statistical
functions

1 k-1
~'h~1(t) - ~ ~ (log~n-s,~(t) - log~n-k,n(t))~ r - 1, 2. (3.1.2)

~-o

Set ry}(t) - ry(t) V 0, ry-(t) - 7(t) n 0 and observe that ry(t) - ryt(t) -F ry-(t). Now we
define estirnators for ry} (t), ry- (t), ry(t), a~ (~) aud b~ ( k ) as in Dekkers, Einrnahl and
de Haan ( 1989):

ry"n (t) - Nhi~(t) ( Hill estimator); ( 3.1.3)

(1) z 1 -i
yn(t) - 1 - 1 ~1 - (!~~` (t)) J ;

2 ` Mn2~ (t)
(3.1.4)

"ry„(t) - 7,}, (t) f "ryn (t) (moment estimator); (3.1.5)

li~(~) - ~„-k,,,(t) (location estimator); (3.1.6)

á~(k) - ~„-k,,,(t)7„(t)(1 - ry„(t)) (scale estimator). (3.1.7)

For fixed t these are well-known one-dimensional estimators (see e.g. de Haan and
Rootzén (1993)). The following weak consistency results have been shown in de Haan
and Tao ( 2002).
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Theorem 3.1.1. As k~ oo and ~-~ -~ 0, we have

sup ~ry~ (t) - ~y}(t)~ ~ 0, (3.1.8)
o~c~r

sup
OCtG]

sup ~7n(t) - 7(t)~ ~ ~, ( 3.1.9)
OGtGI

UcÍk)-U~(k)

~e(~)
(3.1.10)

sup
ou~i

a~(k) - 1
at(~)

(3.1.11)

TLe rnain results of the paper are given in Section 2; the proofs are deferred to
Section 3.

3.2 Main results

In this section we present our main result, dealing with the asymptotic normality of
t}re estinrators of which the weak consistency is shown in Theorem 3.1.1. In order
to establish our rnain result we first present a result that is a key tool for its proof.
This result deals with the weak convergence of a tail empirical process based on the
~2, i - 1, . . . , n. Define

s~,t(~) - ~~ 1{C;EC~.~} - ~ ~ 1{C~(e}~z}
z-1 z-1

and denote the corresponding tail ernpirical process with

! n n 1
w„(t, x) - f I~ 5,,,~ (~k)-~ .

Let }1' be a zero-mean Gaussian proces`s with EW(Br)W(B2) - v(Br fl BZ). ~~'rite
C~s -{ie E C[0;1] : h(t) J x}; clearly for fixed t E[0,1], {W(C~,r~y), y c ~} is a
standard ~~'iener process, since v(Ce,r~~, fl C~,r~b2) - yr n ys. For ~3 ~ 0 and c~ 0, set
for any ( t, x), ( s, y) E [0; 1] x[c, oo),

d((t, ~), (S~ y)) - E (xaW (Cr,y) - y~Lf'(Cs,y))2

- (x,s - ys)2 ~(Cc.z n Cs,y) ~ ~Z~~(Cc,z `Cs,v) ~ y2~U(Cs,v `Cc,2).
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For convenient presentation and convenient application in the proofs of the main
result, this result is presented in an approxirnation setting, with the randorn elernents
involved, definecl on one probability space. So the random elements in this theorern
are only equal in distributiou to the original ones, but we do not add the usual tildes
to the notation.

Theorem 3.2.1. S~appose tice coraditions of tice Introductiorc, in particulccr (3.1.1),
hold and assunce that ticere exist pasitive corastarcts d, li E IR, sucic ticat P{~r V d E
E} - 1 with

3

E- h E C[0,1] : h~ ~~ lit(tl) V ic(t?)I C K~log t 1 ~ for all tr, tz E [0,1] ,
- ( r) ( a) - ` ~ r - tl~

therc, with a special corestruction, we have for any 0 C~i C 2 arcd c 1 0

sup ~c~ ~wn(t, x) - W(Ct,x) ~ ~ 0, as ra -~ oo, (3.2.1)
OGIGl, x1c

Defcrce Z(t, ~) -~c~YY'(Ct,x), there tice pr~ocess Z is bounded arcd urciforrrely d-corctircuaus
on [0, 1] x [c, oo).

1`ote that it is well-known that for one fixed t, the restriction ~3 G l is also
needed for weak convergence of the (one-dirnensional) tail ernpirical process. So our
condition on ~3 in the present infinite dimensional setting is the same as in dímension
one. It is important to transform the ~t to processes with standard marginals, as we
did by transforming to the ~;. Although the choice of standard Pareto marginals is
convenient, it is also reasonable to transform to other marginal distributions, like the
uniform-(0,1) distribution. Clearly, uniform-(0,1) marginals are obtained by taking
1~~;. It is interesting to note and readily checked that the set E, defining the Lipschitz-
type condition in Theorem 3.2.1, is invariant under this transformation.

We also need the following corollary which deals with certain quantiles and can
be obtained by the usual `inversion', from the tail empirical process theorem.

Corollary 3.2.2. We have under the conditions of Theorerrt 3.2.1 for any a E IR

sup
o~c~r v ry~~~n-k,n(t) n J ~- 1 J - CYW (Ct,l) ~ 0, as n -~ oo. (3.2.2)

Finally we present the main result, which gives the asymptotic distributions of the
estimators of ry}, ry, a, and b in terms of the process W, figuring in Theorem 3.2.1.
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Theorem 3.2.3. Suppose tite conditions of Theorem 3.2.1 are satisfied and the fol-
lowing secorcd order condition icolds:

IogL'c(sx) -logUt(s) x7-(c) - 1
,Ac(s) -~ Hry-(c),v(c)(x), as s-~ oo, (3.2.3)

( ac(s)~~c(s) - 7-(t)

uniforncly in t E[0, 1] and locally unifor~raly in x 1 0, witic

Hr(c),v(c) (~) - ~~ y7-(c)-i ~~ uv(c)-idudy,
i i

and p E C[0, 1] ~witic p(t) C 0 for all t E [0, 1]. For any sequence k- k(n) satisfyiny
k-~ oo, n --~ 0 and

~ sup
ou~i

as n -~ oo, we have

sup
OCICl

as n ~

~ supou~i

.4e
lkl

-~ 0,

ac ~ k ) - ~} (t)
Uc ~Á~

~(1'n (t) - 7~} (t)) - 7} (t)~(t)

sup
OGICl

~(7n(t) - 7(t)) - r(t)

sup
o~t~i

~Llc(k)-Uc(k) -U(i)
at(k)

sup
o~c~i

~ ~ac~k~ - 1~ - A(t)

,

(3.2.4)

(3.2.5)

(3.2.6)

(3.2.7)

(3.2.8)

(3.2.9)

oo, where ~, Q, I', l,! and A are the following functio~as defïned in terrns of
the process W :
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~(t) - ~x ~~~'(~~~x)~~ ~7 ~n - 1- ry-(t) w(c`,r),
~(t) - 2 ~x w(c~,x)x~~~~~t) 1 ~~ d~ ~~~ - 2((1- ~r-(t))(i - 2~r-(t)))-rl~(~~,~),

F(t) -{y}(t) - 2(1 - ry-(t))~(1 - 2ry-(t))} P(t) -~ 2(1 - ry-(t))~(1 - 2ry-(t))~Q(t),

u(t) - u'(c~,r),
~t(t) - 7}(t)(i - ~r-(t))w(~~,~) ~ (3 - ~~r-(t))(i - 7-(t))~(t)

-2(1 -7-(t))(1 - 27-(t))2~(t),

t E [0, 1].

l~ote that for the case infrE~o,r~ ry(t) ~ 0 and sup~E~o,rl p(t) c 0, it follows frorn the
second order condition (3.2.3) that

P(t) ~Ut s~ - ~}(t)~sup `i i - 1 -a 0, as s~ oo. (3.2.10)
~E[o,rl A~(5)

So in this case ( 3.2.5) is superfluous, since it follows from (3.2.10) and (3.2.4). Also
note that, condition (3.2.4) can be replaced by the stronger, but easier condition: for
sorne e ~ 0

~(71`etsupte[o,iJPÍ~)
0.

k J ~
For the case supeE(o,r] y(t) G 0 and sup~E~o,l~ P(t) G 0, it follows from the second order
condition (3.2.3) that conditions (3.2.4) and (3.2.5) can be replaced by the stronger
condition: for sorne e) 0

71, Etsupte[o,iJPÍt)VSUpte(o,i]7~~)

`~~~) -~0.
VVhen sup~E~o,rl p(t) - 0 or ry(tr) - 0 for some tr E[0,1~ ( this also implies p(tr) - 0)
we do not have a simple sufficient condition on the growth of k, but it is necessary
that k grows slower than any power of ~a.

3.3 Proofs
Proof of Theorem 3.2.1 We only give a proof for the case c- 1; for general c~ 0
the proof is similar. For any 3 E[0, 2), define

ft,x - 1Ct,sx~~
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.~-{f~,z:0~ t~ 1,~~ 1}.

.41so dehne ttie random rneasures

1
~n,i - ~ó~~ n ~

~n,~ is a random function on .F, w~it}i

~,~.~~f~ d
,x) - ~1{c~(t)n~~}~ .

Then
n

~~wn(t~ x) - ~(~n,ilJl,x) - EL~n,i(f1,2))

i-1

First ~-e are going to prove the tightness of {~i 1(~n,~(f) - E~n,;(f)), f E.F}. ~~e
need the following version of Theorern 2.11.9 in van der Vaart and Wellner (1996).

Definition 3.3.1. For any e) 0, the bracketing nuraber N~i(~,.~, Ll) is tice raítcincal

nu7raber of sets .~'~ in a pariítion .F - ~f~̀1 .FE~ of tite inde~ set into sets .~E~ sucic
that, for every partitioryciny set .FE~

,~
~ E' suP ~~n,i(.f )-~n,i(9)~2 G e2. (3.3.1)
í-1 Í,9E~ei

Theorem 3.3.2. For each n, let ~n,i, ~n,z, ..-,~n,n be independent stochastic pro-
cesses wíth ,finite second rnoments indexed by a totally óounded semimetric space
(.F, d). Suppose

n

~Es~~~n,:~~.rl{Il~n,~lls~~} ~ 0, forevery a ~ 0, (3.3.2)
ti-i

where ~~~n,;Il.i - snpjE,F I~n,i(f)I, a7td

f6„J log NI ~(~, .F, L2 )de -~ 0, for every ën J 0. (3.3.3)
0

Then the seyuence ~iI(í̀'n,; - E~n,T) is asymptotically tíght in (x(.F) and converges
weakly, províded tice finite-dimensional distributions converge weakly.
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We can define d on .F by d(f~,~, fs,y) - d((t, ~), (s, y)); see the first paragraph of
Section 2. Since v is a finite and hence tight measure on {~c E C[o, 1] : suprE~e,i~:r(t) ~
1}, it is easy to check that our class of functions .F is totally bounded under the metric
d.

So

~
~~~,~,~~~~ - ~óuPr (CZ(t)k) .

~ Ell~n,; Il ~lc~~zn.;~if~a}
z-~

s

- f E ~o~uPr ~~(t) n~ 1{supo~~~~ S.(t) n~(~a)~iB}
rz x

~ ~fa),ie
xsdF~(x)

7l 7l x
- -~xQ(1 - Fn(~))~(~a)~~~ ~ ~~ ~~~)1 ~ ~F-r(1 - F„(x))d~c, (3.3.4)

where 1- F„(~c) - P{supo~~~r ~t(t)n ? x}. l~ote that for ~ 1 0

yt(1 - F„(~)) - nP{ suP ~t(t) ~ ~~} - v„~k{ f E C[o, l] : sup f(t) 1~}
~ ~ OGIGl n OGGG1

~ ~{f E c[o, i] : sup f(t) ~ x } - 1 ~{ f E c[o, i] : sup f(t) ~ i} -: ~,
OGCG1 ~ OGCG1 ~

with C~ 1. Since k(1 - F„) is non-increasing and since the function x H i is
continuous and tends to 0 if ~-~ oo, we have that this convergence is uniform on
[b, oo), for any 6 J 0. So for ~e large enough, we have for x~ b that

~ C ~(1-F„(~))C 2~ .

Hence the right hand side of (3.3.4) is bounded from above by

2C~(~~)~ f 2,OCf f~ fa),~s xa-2dx
, za-~

- 2Crls,~ k~ ~ 0.

To prove (3.3.2), observe

(3.3.5)

That is (3.3.2).
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1~ext we ~eill prove (3.3.3). For any (small) e) 0, let a- e3~(~~-i), d- exp{-e-i}
and 9- 1~(1 - K~3). Define

~(a) - {ft,x E .~, ~c ~ a},

.~(l, j) -{ fl,z E.~, lb c t G(l -f- 1)b, B' G x C B~}1},

theu ~~~e have the ` artition' .~ -.~ a U (~) ~J(~) .~(l, j). First we check (3.3.1)P ( ) Ut-o ~-o
for .~(a.):

n

~E Sllp I~n,i(.f) - ~n,i(9)~2

i-1 f,9E.F(a)

- 7tE Sllp (L~n,i(f) - ~n.i(9))~
Í,9E~(a)

G ~17tFi Sup ~n i(f )
fE.~(a )

~i7t 7L ~a
C ~E ~~uPl~i(t)~~ 1{supo~r~iC,(t)n~a}

i7E x ~L~3~Fnl~)

- ~ ~

G 8C az~-1
- 1 - 2 ~3

- 8C r3 G E2,
1 - 2~3` -

where the last but one inequality follows from integration by parts and (3.3.5). l~ow
we consider ( 3.3.1) for the .~(l. j). First note that

fEF(pl,i)~n,i(.f)
~ ~1{sup~a~e~c~t,)a~~(t)n~0i19(i-~1)R.

From the Lipschitz-type condition in the theorern it follows that supta~t~(tfl)a ~i(t)n ~
B~ implies that almost surely

sup ~;(t) - ~;(lb) G Kz;3 sup ~;(t),
lóGtG(!tl)ó - lóGtt(ltl)ó

and hence ~i(lb)n ) B~-1, so

sllp ~n,i(f) C 1 1{~t(ló),k-,?Bi-~)B(Jtl)9
ÍE.~(t,i) ~
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Sirnilarlv it ca-n be showu that

This vields

1
inf Sn,t(f) ? ~1{C;(dá)n?o~tz}B'a.lE.~(~,i)

n

~ E~ Snp ~~n,ti(,f) - ~n,~(9)~~
i-r t~9E.~(t,7)

'l

G 71E~ ~ Sllp ~n,y(J )- Inf L~n,ilf)~
IE.~(~,~) fE~(~,7)

~ (~tr)9 - ~R~z
C ~E (I(C;(~ó)n?o~-'}e 1{C;(ró)n?o~fz}9

~ n E((g(~tr)a - ~;a)I k } p
~ {C;(!ó)n~oi-~} }B~pl{Bifz~C;(~ó)n?o~-~ ~

G 2B~(~fr)5(1 - 8-s)28~1r -F 2BZi~
re~l r - B~fz)

G 2B'fr(1 - B-2)ZB~I r f 2B' ~B~lr - B~f2) G 3(Ke3 f 3Ke3) G e2.

It is easy to see that the number of elements of the partition is bounded by
exp(2~e), which leads to ( 3.3.3). Hence by Theorem 3.3.2 we proved the asymptotic
tightness condition.

It remains to prove that the finite-dimensional distributions of ~a 1(~n,i - E~n,i)
converge weakly. This follows from the fact that multivariate weak convergeuce fol-
lows from weak convergence of linear combiirations of the components and the (uni-
variate) Lindeberg-Feller central limit theorem. It is easily seen that the Lindeberg
condition is fulfilled for the linear combinations, since the ft,z are rnade up of indica-
tors and hence bourrded.

The fact that Z is bounded and uniformly d-continuous follows from the general
theory of weak convergence and properties of Gaussian processes; see Section 1.5 in
van der Vaart and Wellner (1996). ~

Proof of Corollary 3.2.2 V4'rite Vn,t - Sn-k,n(t)n. We first show the result for
a - -1, i.e.

sup
o~t~r

Clearlv

sup
OCICl

~ ~ 1 - 1~ f W(Ce,r)`~n,t
~ 0.

V IC ~Vn t- 1J~ 211n ~t~
~,n,t J

(3.3.6)
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so (3.2.1), with 3- 0, yields

sup
OCIGl

C 1 -1) ~ 1i' ~Ct, 1 ~~ -
4n,t Vn.o-

l~ow by. the boundedness and uniform d-continuity of 6i', we obtain (3.3.6). Finally,
write

Since by (3.3.6)

~, ~ ~a - ~

V~(Vnt-)- ) - V 1G(Vn,tr - 1)
Vn r- 1n,l

Sllj)
OCtGl

a
n't - 1 -i- IX1Vri,t - 1

~ ~.

we obtain, again using (3.3.6), ( 3.2.2). O

Proof of Theorem 3.2.3 First frorn (3.2.3) ~~e can prove: for any~ e 1 0 there
exist s. 1 0 such that if s~ s~ and x ) 1 we have for all 0 G t G 1

C logUt(sx) - IogUt(s) - x~-~t) - 1~

dt(s)~Ut(s) ry-(t) ~At(s) - H7-it),Plt)(x)

which implies

IOgIIt(sx) - logUt(s) x7 (t) - 1

at(s)~Ut(s) - 7-(t)

c e(1 -~ xry-lt)tE) ,
(3.3.7)

G ~~c(s)~(CE f xE). (3.3.8)

where C. E(0, oo) is a constant. 1``ote that

k-1

Nln)) (t) - N L~ l ~g ~t (~n-i,n(t)) - IOg Ut(~n-k,n(t)).
i-1

Hence we have for sufficiently large n

7- (t)k-r ~"-~ n~t - 1 k-1 ï e
1 Cn-k,nlt) 1 Sn-i,n t)
~ - I`~it(~n-k,n(t))I Ce -i- - ~

( (

~ ~-p 7-(t) ( k i-0 `~n-k,n(t)~

Mn')(t)

G Qt(~n-k,n(t)),Ut(~n-k,n(t))
7- ~t)k-1 ~„-~.n~t) - 1 ( k-1 e

1 Sn-k.nlt) 1 ( ~n-i,n(t) l
G ~ ( f ~At(~n-k,n(t))~ 1 CE ~- -~` I

.3.9)
- ~ i-0 ~- `t) ` k i-0 ~n-k,n(t)
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as before, write ~,~,c -~n-k,,,(t)k. I~ext

Cn-~.n(~) 7 (c)
~ 1 ~ (~n-k,n(t))

- 1 - 1

k ry-(t) 1-7~-(t)

7-(~)~
x n,e - ld(-n,sn,e(~n)) - 1

w,, 7-(t) k k 1 - ry-(t)

So

~ ~~",~.cry ( c) f~ rytsn,c(~n)~7 ( `)-id~c - J X ~7-(`)-ld~
` n.~ k ~ 1

Vn,~ ~(`) ~~ u'~(t ~c)x~-(`)-id~
~n.t

-~~(Vn,r (`) - 1) ~x x7 (`)-~d~c f ~ ~~ ~c7-(c)-zd~
v,t ~,t

cn-;.n(t) 7 (~) 1
~ 1 ~ (~n-k,n(t)) - 1 - 1

-P(t)

~ ~-o ry-(t) 1 - ry-(t)

- Vn,É (t) J x (wn(t~ ~) - W (Ct.x))~7
(~)-ldx

Ln, t

f(V,,;~ (`) - 1) ~x W(C~,x)xy-(`)-ldx
Vn,t

~-(`) - ' x x7-(`)-~dxf(~(Vn,t 1) f 7-(t)u (Ct,~)) ~
.Vn ~

r 1

f(f J x7-(`)-Zdx f W(Cl,l))
Vn,t

n,[ n,t

- f ~'(Ct,z)x7 (~)-~dx f ry-(t)Li'(Cc,i) f x7 (`)-Zdz. ( 3.3.10)
i i
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From Theorern 3.2.1 we obtain for the first terrn on the right in (3.3.10)

~
Sllp ÍIn l (t) ~ (2l,'n(t~.x) - }~~(Cl,x))~7 Ít)-1Ct~

tE10,1] V ,t

C sllp ~n ~ -~t) - Sllp ~~I7Un(t. ~) - ~'~~(Ct,x)I
- tE[0,1] tE[0,1], r~l;,,i

. sup ~ yr(t)-1-ady ( 3.3.11)
tE(0,1] V,,,~

l~ow it follows from Theorem 3.2.1 with !3 ~ositive (this is crucial) and Corollarv 3.2.2,
that the right hand side of (3.3.11) converges to 0 in probability. It readily follows
from Corollary 3.2.2 that the 5 other terms in the right hand side of (3.3.10) converge
to 0 in probability. So we ha~~e

sup
UCIGI

Cn-~.,,(c) 7 (t)
-~ 1~(C k ( l)) -1 1
V ~ ~

f'
-~ 0, as n -~ oo.

(3.3.12)

For the relnainder term of

1~7n1) (t)
~t (~n-k,n (t) ) ~~t (~n-k,n (t) )

in (3.3.9), note that we obtain from Lemma 3.2 in de Haan and Lin ( 2002) that for
OCecl

sup
o~c~l

k-1 E
1 ~ ~n-i,n (t) 1

~ `~n-k,n(t) - 1 - F
~-o

~ 0, as n -~ oo. (3.3.13)

It can be derived from the second order condition (3.2.3) and Corollary 3.2.2 that

sup
OGLQ

At ~k~ - 1
~l (~n-k,n(t))

-~ 0.

lising this in combination with (3.2.4) and (3.3.13) we see that the remainder term
in (3.3.9) is negligible, so we obtain that

- t - 1 - ~ (t) - P(t)

2-0 1'- ( )

x

(1)
sup ~ ~ Mn (t) - 1 - ~(t) ~ 0 (3.3.14)

OCIGl `at(~n-k,n(t)),Ut(~n-k,n(t)) 1 - ry-(t)
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as 7a ~ oo. Similarlv

sup
OGtGI

~~ ~1n~~(t) - 2 ~(t) P 0
(ut(~n-k,n~t)),~tl(~n-k~n(t)))2 (1 - 7~-(t))(1 - 2ry-(t)) -

(3.3.15)

as ya -~ oo. Hence we get

sup
OCICI

~ ~~n ~t) -1'- ~t)~ - ~ (t) (3.3.16)

as n -~ oo, where

.tit(t) - -2(1- ~r (t))~(1- 2y-(t))v(t) ~ 2(i - y-(t))~(1- 2y-(t))~2(t).

l~ote

~ (7,~ (t) - 7}(t)) - 7}(t)P(~)
al(~n-k,n~t)~ ~ ~1n~~(t~ - 1

~~t)
Ul~~n-k,n~t)) at~~n-k,n(t))~~t~~n-k,n~t)) 1-Í~-~t)~

- ~

~~ ~at(Cn-k,n(t)) -,~~~t)~ i ~ ~at(Sn-k,n(t)) -~,t~t)~ v(t).
Ut~~n-k,n(t)) 1 - 7-~t) ~t~~n-k,n~t))

It follows frorn the second order condition (3.2.3) and Corollary 3.2.2 that

sup
OGtGI

~t ~k~ ~Ut lk~
- I

dt~~n-k,n~t))~Ut(~n-k,n~t))

Combining this with (3.2.5), we get (3.2.6). Finallv, we obtain (3.2.7) from (3.2.6)
and (3.3.16).

For (3.2.8) note

-~U~`k) Tt k)

V ry ni k

and

( ` i
- ~IoBG'e~~n-k,n~t~~-lOgtlt`~)

~lo
~~n-kn~t~~~- ~~n-k.n~t~

1~nt k,Ut k g U~ k U~ k - t

~n-k,n(t) - I - ~n-k,n(t) - Ll lkI Qt ~kI

Lt ~k~ - at ~k~ vt lk~
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From Lernma 3.4 in de Haan and Lin (2002) we obtain

llnl Sllp
nyx OGLG1

Combining this with (3.1.10) yields

sup
OGCG1

Hence

Sllp
OGtGI

at ~k~
-7}(t)vt (k)

bn-k,n~t) - 1
~t~k)

-0.

P
-~ 0, as n -~ oc.

[ -t ~

Cl~ (Sn-k,n(t)~~ `~n-k,n(t) - 1 - 1
g 1` ~t ~kl ~t `kl

A proof similar to the one leading to (3.3.14) shows

o~u~r I at(k)~Lt(k)
~log ~t(~n-k,n(t)) - log Ut( k ) - u(t)

P
-~ ~, 2S n -i 00.

P
-~ 0, as n -~ oo.

Then we get (3.2.8).
For (3.2.9) note

~ (~t ~k~ - 1)
-

~Lt(k) kUt`k)Í~n
(t )(1 - Í~n (t))

~t(-)

~ "ry,}, (t) 1
-~VIC

ac(g)~Ut(k) ~ 1 -ry-(t)
(1 -7n

From (3.2.8), (3.2.6), (3.3.16) and Theorem 1.2 we get (3.2.9). o
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Chapter 4

Estimation of the failure
probability

4.1 Introduction
The two northern provinces of the Netherlands, Friesland and Groningen, are almost
cornpletely below sea level. Since there are no natural coast defenses like sand dunes,
the area is protected against inundation by a long dike. Now there is no subdivision
of the area by dikes, so a break in the dike at any place could lead to flooding of the
entire area. The important issue is to estimate the probability of the occurrence of
flood in future in any of part of the dike on the basis of the observed data.

Suppose we have a deterministic function f defined on [0,1] (representilrg the top
of the dike), and suppose we have i.i.d. random functions t;r, t;l, ... defined on [0,1]
(representing observations of high tide water levels monitored along the coast), such
that the sequence of processes

~ maxi~t~n ~~(t) - be(n) ~ (4.1.1)
ac(n) cE~o.l~

converges in C[0,1] to a stochastic process ~ with non-degenerate marginals. Here
ac(n) ~ 0 and bc(n) are non-random normalizing constants chosen in such a way
that the marginal limit distributions are standard extreme-value distributions of the
form exp{-(1 f ryx)-'~7} for some ry E IR, 1 f ryx ~ 0 and defined by continuity for
ry- 0. A failure region F defined by F-{~(t) ~ f(t) for some 0 C t C 1} with f
a continuous function which is extreme with respect to the sample in the sense that
t;;(t) c f( t) for i- 1, 2, ... , n and 0 C t G 1. This implies that f must depend on
n, the sample size, i.e. f- fn and in fact we assume that f(t) - Uc (k li(t)) with
h a fixed positive continuous function, c.,~ a sequence of positive constants (typically-

68
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cn ~ oo) chosen in such a way that supo~c~i h(t) - 1, and

~t(x) -- ` 1 1 Fi ) ~ (~) (4.1.2)

with Fc(x) :- P{t (t) G x} (cf. de Haan`and Sinha (1999), relation (1.5)).
From de Haan and Lin (2001) we get: there is a measure v ou C}[0, 1] :- {f E

C[0,1]; f 1 0, f ~ 0} such that for each c 1 0 the restriction of the measure v~ definedby -

us(.) :- SP S 5~i(t) E.~ .

to S~ :- { f E C}[0,1]; ~~f ~~x ? c} converlges weakly (s -~ oo) to the restriction of v
to S~. hloreover the measure v is homogeneous i.e. for any Borel set .d and positive
a

v(a.9) - a-iv(A) (4.1.3)

VVe shall now attempt to explain the intuitive reasoning that leads to a ~~~ay to
estimate pn :- P(F): for rz -~ oo, k- k(~a) -~ oo, k(n)~n -~ 0

P{~(t) ~ fn(t) for some t E[o, l]} (~.1.~)

- P{ t-Ft~~lc~i ~ i-Ft~tn~c~l for some t E[0,1]}

P { 1-F,~~lc~i ~ nkh(t) for some t E [0, 1]}

nun~k{g E C}[0,1]; y(t) ) c„h(t) for some 0 G t G 1}

nv{y E Ct[0,1]; y(t) ) cnh(t) for some 0 G t G 1}

n~nv{y E C}[0,1]; g(t) ) h(t) for some 0 G t G 1}.

The approximate equation (~`) follows from the convergence of (4.1.1).
I~ow in order to turn this into a useful statistics tool we need to estimate the

measure v. Moreover we need to estimate the unknown function h which can be
evaluated approximately as follows:

k 1 1 .fn(t)-bt(k) ll7(c)
h(t) - - - ( 1 ~- ry(t) . (4.1.5)

7ZCn 1 - F~(.fn(t)) ~ ~n ` ae(k)

Let t;l,n(t) G~2,n(t) G... G~n,n(t) be the order statistics of ~;(t), i - 1, 2, .. .,~..
VVe define the following sample functions

k-1
Mni)(t) - ~ ~ (log~n-z,n(t) - log~n-k,n(t))' ~ - 1, 2. (4.1.6)

4-0
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l~oW we define estirnators for ry(t), at(k) and bt(~) as in Dekkers, de Haan and Einmahl
(1989):

yn (t) - ltil~r)(t) Hill estimator ; (4.1.7)

1 ~ (M„r))~ ~ 1 .
yn (t) - 1 - 2 1 - ~2) (4.1.8)

M„

ryn(t) - ry,}, ( t) f ry~; (t) Moment estirnator ; (4.1.9)

Ut (~ ) - ~n-k,n (t) ~

~) - ~n-k,n(t)i'n (t)(1 - 7n (t))

(4.1.10)

(4.1.11)

location and shift estimators.
For fixed t these are well-known one-dimensional estimators (c.f. e.g. de Haan

and Rootzén (1993)).
l~ext we denote for i- 1, 2, ..., n

( n r f~t(t) - Ut(k) r 1~ 7 ct
~ir)1t) :- k( 1 -f-7n(t) L Qtln ) v 1`-7n (t) ~} n ~Illl k

and
1

~'2)(t) .- 1 - Fn,l(~i(t))

Wltll 1 - Fn,t(2) ~- n Li-1I{~i(t)~x}.
Define the estimators

unik(.) - ~ ~I S n~~r) E . J ; (4.1.12)
;-r l J
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2 1 n k-z
Un,k( ) - ~ ~ ~ { 1t ~~ ) E . ~ .

~-i
(4.1.13)

The latter estimator has been inspired by Huang ( 1992), the former by de Haan and
Resriick ( 1993).

Frorn ( 4.1.4) and ( 4.1.5) we get the estirrrator of the failure probability~ ~n by
replacing v, bl(k), al(k) and ry(t) with their estimators:

pn~) :- k vn'k{g E C}[0, 1]; g(t) 1 Fln(t) for sorne 0 C t C 1} i- 1, 2 (4.1.14)
n~

with
F 1I7„(l)

Cn.-OGttG)1
~1-{'7n(t)Jn(t~l(

)l(k))k

áIIC~

1~7n(l)

Fln(t) ~- 1 ~1 ~')'n(t)"n(t)
- Ul(k)1 .~ `` at(k) J

~~'e ~rill prove that the estimator ~n'} is consistent under proper conditions.

4.2 Result

(4.1.15)

(4.1.16)

Theorem 4.2.1. Assunle the do~rlain attraction condition (4.1.1) holds. Sup~ose
that there e~ist positive constants d, K E IR sucil tllat

1
P{ 1-~,l(~r(t)) v d E E} - 1 (4.2.1)

witFl

E:- {~ E C[0,1]; ~y(t) - y(s)~ ~ K(- log ~s - t~)-3(y(t) v y(s)) jor all s, t E [0,1]}.

Suppose that the seyuence cn deflned in the Introduction satisfies

winfo~e~~ 7(l) (~) - O (k1~2) with wry(x) :- ~-7 J 2 ury-1 log u du. (4.2.2)
r

Moreover assume the second order condition

( Ul(S~) - Ul(S) 27(l) - 1

` al(~) - ?'(t)
~,.91(s) -~ H.y(l),a(~)(x), as s ~ oo (4.2.3)



unifo7yraly in t E [0, 1] and locally uniformly in x) 0, witla

H7(t),v(t) (x) - ~~ y~(t)-t ~y ,av(t)-tducly.
t t

and witit p E C[0, 1], supo~t~l p(t) G 0.
Fo~~ any seyuence k- k(n) -~ oo satisfyiny

n
f sup At

OCCG1 ~

aYt (l

we have

aS1l-iOC

~ sup
ou~t

Remark 4.2.2. Check that

-, 0, (4.2.-1)

at `k 1 ,~~t `k 1 - ry} (t)

(2)

pn -~ 1 í- 1, 2
é~n

,t-~logx ,ry)0
2

,~7(x) ~
lolx ~, - 0

x-' ryGO,.r2 i

~ 0, (4.2.5)

(4.2.6)

as x --~ 0. Siuce

u;~(x) - x-~ J 2 u7-I logudu 9-x~u J x s-t-7(logx - logs)ds,
t t

it is clear that w7(x) is a decreasing function of ry when x~ 1.

4.3 Proofs
For the proof we need the following lemmas.

Lemma 4.3.1. Assurrie tlte sa~ne condition of Tlteorem l.2.1. Then

sup
fn(t) - Ut ~ic~ - (enh(t))ry(t) - 1 (Cnh(t))-7(t) ~, 0, (4.3.1)

ou~r ae (k~ 1'(t)

and

sup at(n) - 1 V Ut(k) - 6t(k) V ~7n(t) -`Y(t)~ - Op(k-t~2). (4.3.2)
OGtGl al(k) at(k)
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Proof From (4.2.3) we get for any e 1 0 there exist a sF 1 0 such that if s~ sE we
have the following inequality

(at(sx)-yt(s) - z7~`~-i~
~At(s) - H7(t),v(t)(~)nt(x) 7(t)

( z~(e)-1 z7(e)tP(e)t~-I
G E 1~

7(t) ~ 7(t)fP(t)te

for .z ~ 1.
l~ow take e G- supeGE~l p(t). We get for ~ 1 1

lJt(3~) - Ut(s) - ~7(t) - 1

ae(~) ?'(t)

~~(t) - 1~ At(s) ~~ ~- ~
,y(t) ~

with some constant t~ ~ 0. l~ow note fn(t) - Ut(kc„h(t)). ~~'e apply the ineyuality
to (4.3.1): for ~t big enough we hat~e

ín(t)-ut k) - (a,h(e))7~f~-r (~ jL(t))-7(t)
at k ) 7(t)

- ut(k~nh(t))-~t(k) - (~h(t))7~t~-r 7(t)
- at(k) 7(t) (~nh(t))-

G A~ ~k~ ~e f rc(~"h ~~~~~ti-1~
(cnh(t))-7(t)

- 'at lkl (Tn(t) -~
IG)(~nh(t))7 e)-1(GnjL(t))-1(t)

ry(t)

G At ~k~ (Tn(t) f rc) ~ f~„h(t)
u~(t)-1 logutlu -f fi ~u7(t)-ldu~ (c„h(t))-7(t)

C ~At ~k~ (Tn(t) ~ fC)(1 ~ Ln(t))w1'(t)(~n.)
G ~t k (Tn(t) ~ IC)(1 ~ Ln(t)uinfo~t~i 7(t)(Ln),

(cf. Renrark 4.2.2) with

~n(t) .- e ~ 0 if ry(t) 1 0
(r,,h(t))7cti-r ~ -~7(t) if y(t) c 0

7(t)

and
fe u,7(t)-ldu fe u7(t)-ld~ ~ 0 if ry(t) 1 0() r rtn t:-

fe~h(t)n7(t)-l logudv ~ f`"h(t) u7(t)-ldu ~ le~ if ry(t) G 0

as n --~ oo.
Frorn (4.2.2) and (4.2.4) we get (4.3.1).
l~ext note (4.2.3) inrplies that for any e) 0, x~ 1 there exist sE 1 0 such that if

s 1 sf we have

IogUt(sx) - logUt(s) x7 (t) - 1 ~ q s x 4.3.3
~ dt(~)~Ut(s) - 7-(t) - t( ) ~ ( )
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(cf. Appendix from Draisrna, de Haan, Peng and Pereira (1999)), where Ac(s) E Rvp
and

.9c(s) G ( oc(s) - ,~t(t)1 ~ Ac(5).
` Uc(s) l

For aaiy sequeiice k- k(n) ~ oo that satisfies (4.2.4) and (4.2.5) we get

~ SUp
o~c~i

cnhn(t)
- 1

cnh(t)

!~t ~7L~

k

i~ow we can applv Tlieorecn 2.3 from EininaYil and Lin (2002) to get joint tlie
asymptotic iiormality of the estimators d~(k), Uc(k) and ry(t), wtiicti irnplies (4.3.2).
We finished the proof of this lemma. ~

Lemma 4.3.2. .9ssurcae the sa~ne co~dition of Theore~ic 4.2.1. The~a

sup
o~~~i

Proof. ~~'e are goiug to prove

sup
o~c~i

--~ 0.

log(c„hn(t)) - log(c,~h(t))

which is equivaleut to (4.3.4).
For fised t we have

r cnlt(l) (lS ~ h 7 t7(!)-1
C~Íblog(c,,h(t)) - J s-~ 1 f "ry(t)u'

(let s - (1 f y(t)u)ll7(c)) and

(4.3.4)

(4.3.5)

~nc~~-~'t(ii
1 .f~(t) - ~t ~k) a~ ~.) dulog(~h,~(t)) - 7(t) log i ~7(t) ~~ ~k) ~ - ~ i ~-7(t),~.
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Hence

G

~ log(~„~Ln(t)) - log(cnh(t))~
rnctt-~-t(~)

(' 't ~ du

J c h t 7~t)-1 1}~y~L~u

7 t)

In~t)-Ut k c h t y~t)-1n{ (y~

(' "t ïé - d3
JO (~h(L))~i~)S

~Jn(L)-~~(k) ( ~„h(t))s~`)-1~(cnjL(t))-7(L)
nt k - iÍL)

~1-17(t)Iltn~~~-~t(k) - ~~h~~~~"'-'I(~tt(t))-7~t)~ I,
k

Since "ry is Uounded, to get (4.3.5) we only need to prove

sup
OGtGl

fn(t) - Ut `k) ( ~nft(t))7~L) - 1
-1'~L)C - (Cn~L(t))

~L ~k~ 7(t)
(4.3.6)

~~'e. Shall Ilee(1

log cn
lim ~ - 0

nyx

which follows froln ( 4.2.2) and Remark 4.2.2.

note that by (4.3.7)

supo~c~l I log ~(cn~(t))~(L)-7(t)~ ~
- SuPo~t~l ~7(t) -7(t)~ log(cn~(t))

- ~P(k-1~2) log(Cnh(t)) ~ 0.

(4.3.7)

(4.3.8)



Heuce

f~(t)-Ur(k) (~h(t))""~-i (cnh(t))-ti(t)
á~ ~ - 7(t)

- fn(t)-~~(k (~„n(t))f~~~-i -7(t)
- ài k) R - ~y(t) (~~n~t(t)) (1 ~ op(1))

r~(~)~ ~~(k) ~ t,~(~)-~~~(k) ~~(k) - (~nh( ~~~~~~-r (~.ni~(t))-ti(t)(i~on(i))
- ~~~ -~~~ ~ }
~ f.,(t)-trc(k) (~~h(t))~~t~-i~ (cnjt(t))-7(t)a~(k)(1 f oP(1))nr k ~ 7(t) àt ~ )

~ ((~„h(ep,~r~-r - (~nn(t))4~~~-i~ (cn~t(t))-7(t)(1 ~-op(1))7(t) 7(t)

~,.(~nh(t))T(t~-1(~jt(t))-7(t) a~(k 1 (L~Op(1))
7(t) à~ ~ -

~Ui( ~)-~~(k)(~n~(t))-7(t)U,t
~k~at 1k)(1 f Op(1)).

k

We will consider the four terms separately. From (4.3.1) and the weak consistency of
the estirnator ut(k) (cf. Theorern 2.1 from de Haan and Lin (2002)) we get

Sllp
OGtGl

fn(t) - Ut ~k~ lCnh(t))7(t)
- 1 (t. ~L(t))-7(t)~t ~k~

~t ~k~ - 7(t) ~ ~ ul (~)k
~ ~.

next by (4.3.7)

(~nn(t))7~'~-i - (~nn(tp7~~~-r (cnh(t))-7(t)
7(t) 7(t)

-(cn1~(t))-7(t) f ~nh(t) u7(t)-r I1 - u7(t)-7(t) I d~ur
- ~P(I7(t)-7(t)I(~nh(t))-7(t) flnh(t)u7(t)-llogudu (frorn(4.3.8))
- OP(k-I'2)w7(t)(Cn~(t))~

Hence from (4.2.2) we get

sup (~h(t))~(`) - i-(~jt(t))~(t) - i(~tt(t))-7(t) P, o.
o~t~r 7(t) 7(t)

Similarly we can get

sup
OCtGl

and

(~"~(t))~(t) i (~h(t))-7(t) a t (k) - i
ry(t) at ~ k )

Sllp
OGtGI

Ut ~k~ -nUt ~kl (rn~(t))-7(t)at lk~

Qt ~k~ at ~k~

PO--~ ,

Tlris finishes the proof of (4.3.6) and hence the proof of the lernma. O
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Proof of Theorem 4.2.1 Since 0 G inft h(t) C h(t) c supt h(t) - 1, from (4.3.4)
`~-e get

sup
o~c~r

~~'hich implies

~-nhn(t) - h(t)
~

~` - sup ~`hn(t) --~~ sup h(t) - 1.
c,~ o~c~r c,~ o~t~r

Relations (4.3.9) and (4.3.-4) imply

sup
OCtCI

hn(t) - 1
h(t)

(4.3.9)

(4.3.10)

~ext note that (4.1.1) implies (cf. Theorern 2.1 frorn de Haan and Lin (2002))

vn'k{g E C~[0;1]; y(t) 1 sh(t) for some t E[0, 1]}

~ v{g E C}[0,1], y(t) ) sh(t) for sorne t E [0;1]}
- 9v{g E C}[0, 1], g(t) ] h(t) for sorne t E [0, 1]}, i- 1; 2

for all s~ 0, hence by the rnouotonicity this is true uniformly in s 1 c for any
constant c) 0. I~ow combining this wit.h (4.3.10) we get ~

U,1,`k{g E C}[0,1], g(t) ) hn(t) for some t E [0,1]}

~ v{g E C}[0, 1], y(t) ) h(t) for some t E [0,1]}, i- 1; 2. (4.3.11)

Finally (4.3.10) and (4.3.11) implp (4.2.6). We proved Theorem 4.2.1.
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Chapter 5

Estimation of the parameter
controlling the speed of
convergence in extreme value
theory

Co-author: M. I. F~-aga Alves, Laurens de Haan

Abstract. We present, in a semi-parametric context, estimators of the second order
parameter p, a parameter controlling the speed of convergence in extreme value theory.
Under a third order extended regular variation condition on the tail of the underlying
distribution function F, asymptotical normality is proven for these estimators, provided
one employs many more upper order statistics than in the case of estimation of the first
order parameter ry. An exhaustive simulation study has been done for practical validation
of the asymptotic results for finite samples. Illustration will be presented for samples from
underlying Cauchy and Aresin models. Also an application to mortality data was considered
to have a global picture of the exact performance of the estimators.

5.1 Introduction

Let Xr, X2i -.. be i.i.d. randorn variaóles with distribution function F. The distri-
bution is in the domain of attraction of an extreme value distribution if and onlv if

80
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U(t) :- (1~(1 - F))~ satisfies an extended regular variation property:

~inx
U(txá ~ U(t) ~~7 - 1 x d

( ) ry - ~
yy-1 y (5.1.1)

for all .~ ) 0 with ry a real-valued parameter and a a suitable positive function. The
limit function should be interpreted as ]og~ for ry- 0. The speed of convergence of
the partial maxima towards the limit distribution and also the asymptotic normality
of estimators of the parameter ry(and other quantities) are controlled by a second
order extended regular variation property:

log U(tx)-log U(t) xY- -1

llm ~(t) 7- - 1 x7-}o-1 - x7--1
cyx A(t) P ( 7-tP 7- ) (5.1.2)

- fi yY- r fi ~uP-rdudy,

for all :c ~ 0 with p the non-positive second order parameter, ao 1 0 and A a
suitable positive or negative function. As before the limit function is defined by
continuity for ry- 0 and~or p- 0. The function ~A~, which is regularly varying of
order p and tends to zero, represents the speed of convergence. Hence large values
of ~p~ correspond to rapid convergence, whereas for example p- 0 means very slow
convergence ( logarithrnic or even worse).

Estimators of e.g. ry are generally functions of a number, say k, of top order statis-
tics. In order to get asymptotic normality ( or even consistency) for those estimators
one needs k- k(n) -~ oc as k(n)~n -~ 0, as the sample size n tends to infinity, but
this still leaves much freedom. Adaptive optimal choices for k are known. For those
choices one needs to estimate p; the second order parameter.

VVe present an estimator for p, under the assumption that p G 0, which converges
at a polynomial rate. The idea behind the estimator ( or in fact a class of estimators)
is as follows.

IV1ost estimators of ry have the following type of expansion:

7- ry(k) - ry~- ~ f B(7,P)A(~z~k) f op(A(n~k))

(n --~ oo) where P„ is asymptotically normal, the letter B indicates bias and the
function A is as before. I~ow take three estimators ryl, ry2,?'3, depending on the sanre
number k of top order statistics. Then

P,(,r) - P,(,2)
7r - ry2 - ~ ~(B(7)P) - B(7)P)) A(n~k) f op(A(~t~k)).

Hence, if k is chosen such that ~A(n~k) -~ oo (which one can achieve in prac-
tice), then

7r - 7z n ~B(1) - B(z)
A(n~k) (7,v) (7,v)
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and in fact

B~1) - B~2)
~1 - 72 P ~ ~7,P) ~7,P)

~~) ~3)~Ï2 - Í~3 8~,~,P) - B~7,P)

(n -; oo), thus identifying p asycnptotically.
~~'e have carried out this program and have obtained asymptotic uormality for the

resulting estiniator and another somewhat related one, at a polynornial rate. In fact
we shall not use estirnators of ry itself but of a fuuction of ry.

For this we need third order extended regular variation which has been developed
for the purpose. Simulations are presented.

A somewhat similar paper but in a restricted context is 1VI. Ivette Gomes, L. de
Haan and L. Peng (2001). In application the estimators of p are used for some bias
correction or for the choice of upper order statistic k(cf. L. Peng (1998) and H. Drees
(1996)).

5.2 Main results

Suppose (5.1.1) and (5.1.2) hold. For part of our results we also need a third order
relation which reads as follows (cf. Lemma 5.3.1)

[log U(t~) - log U(t) - ao(t) { x~y- 1- al(t) fl
y7- 1 fi uP-lduciy}] ~az(t)

converges to

~~ y7--1 I y uP-1 1 u 5o-ldsduáy, (5.2.1)
1 J 1 J 1

for all x) 0, with p C 0, ~ C 0, as t--~ oo, with functions al and a2 having constant
sign.

Let Xi, X2i .-- be i.i.d. with distribution function F. Defiue for a~ 0

k-1

Mn~) :- k ~(log Xn-{,n - lOg Xn-k,n)~ ~

í-0

where Xl,n c Xa,n C''' C Xn,n are the n- th order statistics.

1`ext define for a) 0

c~ f 1 M,~,~).l~I,~,')
9a :- 1 - Mna ~ 1)a
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It follows as in Dekkers, Eirlrrlahl aud de Haan (1989) that

P 1
9a~ 1-ry-

~~.ith ry- :- niin(y, 0), as n-~ oo, for all a~ 0.

lext we introduce

7,n - 91 - 92
92-9s

arld for Ck ~ ~

~,~~i .- (a ~- 2)9atz -f ag~ - 2(a f 1)9nt1
-(a ~- 3)9~fs f(a ~- 1)9af1 - 2(a f 2)9at2

~~'e are uow able to introduce the estirrlators for p:

6 - 12ry-
p:-3-8ry- f

Tn-3

and

(5.2.2)

Pa - 1-(a f 4)ry- - T„~1 (1 -(a f 2)ry-~, (5.2.3)

where

1 M~2~
"ry- :- 1 - - n 2 . (5.2.4)

2 Mn2) - l~lnl)1

Theorem 5.2.1. SupPose tieat the second order condition (5.1.2) holds with p G 0.
For sequences of integers k- k(n) satisfying k(n) - o(n) and f ~A(n~k)~ ---~ oo, as
n -~ oo, we have

,. p
P~P

and

P
Pa~P

foralla~0.
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Theorem 5.2.2. Suppose that the tlcird order condition (5.2.1~ holds with
p G 0, Tt G 0. For seyueraces of inteyers k- k(rt) satisfyiny k(n) - o(n) and

lim ~~A(n~k)~ - oo, liminf ~~B(~n~k)~ 1 0,
nyx n-.x

hrn V ICA~(7L~k) - i~r, f2n2te
nyx

hm V ICA(72,k)B(n,k) - ~Z, f2n2te
n-~x

where A(t) :- ar(t)~ao(t) and B(t) :- al(t)~{a~(t)ar(t)}, we have that

~A(n~k){p - p}

and

fA(n~k){pQ - p}

have asyrrcPtotically a norrnal distr~ibution, as n-~ oo.

Remark 5.2.1. (IMPORTANT REMARK)
The estirnator p, for example, is a function of ry- and Tn. Now the proof will show
that Tn, a function of the upper k order statistics, corrverges to a constant depending
on ry and p and the most efficient choice of k is the one given in Theorem 5.2.2. But
the most efficient choice of the nurnber of upper order statistics on which ry- is based,
is rnuch smaller (cf. Remark 5.2.4 below). Hence, in the application of the estimator
p(and also pa), we choose different nurnbers of upper order statistics for Tn and for
y-, according to Remark 5.2.4.

Remark 5.2.2. In the proof we shall sketch how to obtain the mean and variance
of the lirniting normal distribution.

Remark 5.2.3. We have thus shown that, at least in principle, the estimatiou of
p corn~erges at a polynomial rate.

Remark 5.2.4. Another conclusion is that for estimating p efficiently one needs
to take into account many more order statistics than for estimating the first or-
der parameter ry ( i.e.,fA(n~k)(A(n~k) f B(n~k)) -~ ~ E [O,oo) as opposed to
~A(n~k) -, .~ E (-oo, oo) ). Hence any procedure to estimate the two using the
same number of order statistics seerns less efficient.

Remark 5.2.5. The optimal rate ofconvergence for y is 1~ kr with ~A(n~kr) ~
~r with 0 G ~~1~ G oo and the optimal rate of convergence for p is 1~ k2~A(n~kL)~
with kl~l(n~k2) -~ a2 E(0, oc). Hence the optirnal rate for p is always less than
the one for "ry (i.e., order nP~~1-4p~ as opposed to order nP~~r-ZP~ ).
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5.3 Proofs
~~'e just give the proof of Theorem 5.2.2. The proof of Theorern 5.2.1 is sirnilar but
sirnpler.

The proof of Theorem 5.2.2 consists of a series of Lemmas, each one of ~rhich is
onl~~ used in the proof of the next one.

First we sketch how to prove Potter type inequalities related to (5.2.1) (Lemrna

5.3.1). This will lead to an asymptotic expansion for ~ll~~i (Lernma 5.3.2). In turn this
implies an asymptotic expansion for y~ (Lemma 5.3.3). This leads to the asymptotic
normality of T„ and Tn~l arrd finally to the desired as~~mptotic normalitv for p and
Pa.

The first lemma concerns the extension in third order of the results of de Haan
and Stadtniuller (1996) and Drees (1998).

Lemma 5.3.1. Write
D, (~) :- fl y7-rdy - x'-1 and7

H7,P(~) :- fi y7-r fi uP-Idudy - 1 xtitP-r - x,-r
P ( 1tP ?

Suppose f is a measurable fuTCCtio~i and there exist functions ao (pasitive) ared at
and az (positive or raegative) sucic that for all ~) 0

~lix{Ï(t~) -.f(t) - ao(t)D7(~) - ar(t)H-r,P(~)}~az(t) -: R(x), (5.3.1)

exists (t -~ oo), ther~ for a judicious choice of ao, al arad az a~ad yive~t that D, H a~ed
R are not li~cearly dependerat, the lirnit furcctiou R will be of the form

f x y u
Rr,v,n(~) - J y7-I f uP-r f sn-rdsdudy , (5.3.2)

r fr f r

with p G 0, ~ G 0. Moreover,

az(t~) - 7totnlim - x ,
lyx az(t)

llm
al(tZ) - ar(t)27tP -~,~tP , 2n - 1'

cy~ a0(t2) a2ap)(t)27 - ar (t)~7 . xo
~

t-.x az(t)
P - x~ H7,P(~)

(5.3.3)

ared for eacla e~ 0 there exists to such that for t 1 to, tx 1 to
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e-E ~ ioa zle-7-v-n t(~z)-J(r)-ao(~)~~(z)-a~(~)fr,.o(x) - Rr,v,a(-r)n2(~) C e. (5.3.-f)

Proof The first part of the proof is sirnilar to that in de Haan and Stadtmuller
(1996) but there are some differences. We sketch how to proceed. Similar to (2.4) of
de Haan and Stadtrnnller ( 1996) we get for the lirnit function R

R(a;y) - R(x) - ~lim [R(y)(1 f o(1)) áz2~~J ~ H7,v(y)a~(rx) nz~l~).y7tP

dUÍ~~J-QO~~J27-a1~~J21'.rPp' I
.~D7(y) n2(r) I

We have required that there do not exist constants cl and c3 such that

R(y) - c2H7,n(y) ~ csD7(y).

(5.3.5)

Consequently, the set of vectors

{(R(y), H(~), ~(y))}y~o

is not contained in a plane, hence there are yi, yzi y3 such that the matrix

(R(y~), H(y:), D(yz))~-r

has rank 3. Then also the transposed rnatrix has rank 3. So there are no zl, zl, z3
such that

~ ztR(ya) - ~ z1H(yt) - ~ z~D(yt) - 0.
t ti t

1`ow take zi, z2, z3 such that

then we must have

~ ztH(yt) - ~ zt~(y~) - ~,
t 4

~ zsR(yt) ~ 0.

i~ow multiply the two sides of (5.3.5) by z;, i- 1, 2, 3, and add the three equations.
The resulting equation shows that lim~~xal(tx)~al(t) exists for x~ 0. The limit
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could be zero (but that is not possible here) or else x~}Ptn (this is the definition of
~). Similarly

ar(t2) - ar(t).~7tP
lirn
t-~x ay(t)

and

ao(t~) - ao(t) . x7 - ar(t) ~~7 - xap 1

linr
lyx al(t)

(5.3.6)

(5.3.7)

must exist. The limit of (5.3.7) can be taken of the forrn x~Hry,P(x) and then the limit
of (5.3.6) must be ~c7tP . xn-r.

n
1`ow (5.3.5) leads to the functional equation (x, y~ 0)

~7tPfnR(y) - R(xy) - R(x) - x7 - HP.n(x)y7~ 1- x7tv , H ~n l 1.
7 P(y) ~ ~

The solution is

~7tvtn - 1
R(~) - Rr,P,n(-r) ~ c' ,~ ~ p ~ ~ .

The second part disappears upon changing the auxiliary functions ao, ar and az a
little.

In order to prove ( 5.3.4) we distinguish various cases. For ry- p-~- 0 the
proof is similar to the one in Omey and ~~'illekens (1988):
define h(t) :- f(t) - t fó f( u)du and k(t) :- h(t) - ~ fó h(u)du. Then k is in the class
II with auxiliary function a2. l~ext we can write f as a functional of k.

The result follows when using Potter type inequalities for k.

In all other cases we can use earlier results since the limit relation can be simplified:

1. ~ G 0, p G 0: check the limit relation for

t7tP - 1
fo(t) :- Ï(t) - p(7 f p)

2. ~GO,p-0,7~0: take

fo(t) :- .f (t) - ry-rt~ logt.
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3. ~lc0,p-ry-0: take

4. ~- 0, p c 0: take

5. ~-0,p-0,ry~0:

fo(t) -- f ( t) - (logt)~~2.

7

.fo(t) .- f(t) - t -
ry

~-~ {~f (t~) - f(t) - ao(t)~7(~) - ai(t)H7,o(~)~ ~aa(t) - Rr,o,o(~)}

- ~ ~t~~7 - ar;~ - ~~7~1 log~~ ~ (ryaz(t)t-7) - ry-iH7,o(~)

~ ~ ~~~~~1 - ~~~~ ~ ~ (ry~az(t)t-7) - ry-~ logx7 7

} 50~~~~-IO~~~
O2~t~S7

For the first t~~-o terms we can use earlier results. For the last one we use

lim .Ïo(t~) - fo(t) - 0.
t-,x al(t)

lising either Bingham, Goldie and Teugels (1987), Th.3.1.7.c) or Geluk and de
Haan (1987), Cor.1.15) ~~e find for each e 1 0 a to such that for t) to, tx ~ to

fo(t~) - .fo(t)
a2(t)

The result follows.

0

Lemma 5.3.2. Suppose that the third order conditions hold for log U with
p c 0, ~ G 0 and f ~A(n~k) ~ -~ oo. We then use a siTrcpdified version valid in
tl~at case: H7 ,P(~) can 6e taken to be iy~P i upon raodifyiny the auxiliary functions

a little. In particular, we replace A by A, - A~p. Let Yl, Y2, ... be i.i.d. witic distri-
bution function 1 - l~x, x ) 1, and let Yr,n G Y2,,, c -.- C Yn,,, 6e the n- th order
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statistics. For any a 1 0, n--~ oc, k- k(n) -~ oo, k(n)~n --~ 0 we have
1 k-1

ao~ (Y„-k,n) ~ ~ {log L'(~n-s,n) - log U(Yn-k,n)}a
~-o

- 1 ~ {Lti1yn .tn `Yn-i,n~Yn-k,n)~a ~ ~P ~`4.(n)Blr~)~k. k k;-o

witla for :c ~ 0

~llt(~) :- ~D7 (-r) ~ A, (t)H7 .P(~) ~ A. (t)B(t)Rry-,P,~~(:c)) v 0.

(5.3.8)

The riyict laand side of (5.~.8) has the sanae distribution as

j~ ~ {~tY„-k.n(Y~ )}a f op ~A.(~)B(~)~ (5.3.9)
~-i

where }í,Y.l,... are i.i.~l. with distributio~i functio7a 1- 1~~, ~] 1, and independent
of }n-k,n. Next (5.~.9) eyuals -

k~k1 I }'7 -l~a f CYA~(k)k ~i 1 l Y7- l~a 1 H7-,P(Yi)

` a-2 `

~a 2 1)A?(k)k ~k 1 1 Y 7 1~ H7-,P(Y)(1 -~ Oy(1)) (5.3.11))

(̀ 7 1a-1

~CY.9.(k)B(k)k Lk1 I Y 7 -1 J "'Y-,P,Tll~i)(1 f Op(1))

where Yl, }'2, ... be i.i.d. with áistribution function 1- l~x, x~ 1, whic)t in turrt can
be writte~a as -

Y a

k ~k 1 ~ Y~ 7 - ~ ~ ~ A, ( k )b(a,7- ,P)

witie

fA2 "- 6(1) -~ A n B ( n b(2), ( k ) (a,7- ,P) ~ ( k ) 1 k ) (a,7- ,P,n)

~Op(A?(k)) }aP(A,(k)Blk))

(-7-)-or(ati) r(~-~)

[k 7 tP ~C(n-f-1 ~
~a -- 6(a,7- ~P) - `

(kr(CY f 1)
1-p -0-1

P

~(- '-)
r(~7~~ , y G 0

ry10.

(5.3.11)

(5.3.12)

and 6(1) and b(~) suitable constants ticat we ~lo not nee~l to calculate explicitly.
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Corollary 5.3.3.

k-t

a~~ (Yn-k.n) ~ ~ {log v(Y;,-,,,,) - log U(}n-k,n)}a
~-o

d ( t
-t~~a,Y ~ l~na) ~ b(~,7- ,P) `9. ( ~ ) ~ `9? l ~ )b(~~Y-

,P)

~.9~(k)B(k)b~~.)~7-~P,n) ~ ~D(A.(j~)) ~ ~P('4.(k)B(k))

where ~Pn") ~ P(~) norrrcal, naeara zero arad
nyx

'wltlt

~ fP(at)P(az)1
L J - i~attaz - I-~atÍ~az

r(ati)r(-7'-)

t~n .- ~~,Y - (-~-) ~ ~ r(ati-~~ 7 C 0

I'(a f 1), y 1 0.

Moreover b(a,.y ,P) is as defined in (5.3.12) and b~á)Y P), b~á)7 P~) are suitable constants
y tp

(we use the sirrcplified second order lirnit furcction x- 1).
7- tP

Lemma 5.3.4. Let a 1 0. For

we have

(1 - ')'- ) 9a -

9a : -
a f 1 ~1 - Mn~)Mnl) Ia Mnntl) J

- 1- 1-Y-Q(Ita) rpnt) ~ p~1- pnott) ~ r~ ~ g- óaft 1 1~.(k)1
L Pt va Patt 1`vl 4a uatt J J

fOp (f~?(k)) f Op ~.~l.lk)B(k))

where

b~ - -~ ~ r(i - ~)r(a f 1 - 71 ) 1
-(a--)

F~a - 7- f p I'(a f 1-~)I'(-Yl ) ry-
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hence if ~~A, ( k ) ~-~ oo, (n -~ oc), then

) ~ ( n l p 1- ry-(1 ~- a) bi 6a G~ti
~(1-ry-)9~-1 .4,lkl~-

a f--- -:B~
~1 i-~~a ~afl

(l7l Cl

~A.(k)
(1-1'-)90-1

- B{ ~,1kÍ a

~- 1- ry-(1 f a) PiL~ ~ P~~i - P~atii -, r~

a ` ~i i~a i~~ti ~

Proof of Lemma 5.3.2 First note that for x) 1

H7-,v(x) G D7(x)(-~) and

heuce eventually

Rr-,n,n(x) C D7(x)(-~)(-~)

111c(x) ) ~D7 (x) 1 0.

Define

Qc,E(x) :- E~.4. (t)B(t)~x7-tvtntE

Then by Lemma 5.3.1 for x) 1

~(logU(tx) - lo9U(t))~ao(t) - 1l~Ic(x)~ C Qc,f(x),

hence

(5.3.13)

(~rr(x) - Qc,E(x)) v o ~(log U(tx) - logU(t)) lao(t) ~ M~(~) ~ Q~,E(x)

and, since .~Ic(x) ~ 0,

~ (logU(tx) - logU(t))a ~{ao(t)}~ - !ti1t (x)~ G

C(Me(x) f Qc,F(x))~ -{(Me(~) - Qc,f (x)) v 0}Q.
(5.3.14)

For a) 1 note, since Qc,f(x) C e~A,(t)B(t)~x`, D7 (x) G logx, H.~ ,p(x) G
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(~O~T~.L')2 c1.I1(~ `W-,P,rl(:L') G (IOg;T.)~,

(~1l(~L) ~ Qt,e(~))a - l(~~t(-r~ - QG,e(~)) U O}a

Mr~z)~Qt,r~x)

- (k ~ s~-ids ~ 2aQt,e(~) (~1~(~) ~ Qt,e(~))a
1

(Me~z)-Qe,E~z))VO

~ 2aEl~.(t)B(t)I~E[io~~~ IA.(t)I(~og~)~

~ ~A. (t)B(t) ~ (l~ó x)3 ~ E~~. (t )B(t) ~~~]n-1

~ 2~rEl-~.(t)B(t)I~E~~-1 {(lo~~)~-1-~- IA.(t)Ia-1(~og~)z~-2

~-~.q,(t)B(t)la-1(io~~)3a-3 ~ IA.(t)B(t)la-l~t~a-1~}.

Sillce Yn-k,n ' k~1, n ~ oo, we can assume

A,(Yn-k,n)B(Yn-k,n)~, I(k)B-1(k) C 2r

A.(Yn-k,n) G 1~ B(Yn-kn) G 1.

HBIICe, Wlttl 7ii,k .- ~n-ti,n~~n-k,n, (~C - ~, 1~ 2~ . . . )~

I~.(k)I-1IB(k)I-I

k-I

~~0(Yn-k,n)}-a k
~{log U(Yn-i,n) - IOg U(}n-k n) ~~
i-o

k-1

-k ~{ItilYn-k.n `Yn-i,n,Yn-k,n)I~
i-U

~ 2LYEri~(Yn-k,n)B(~n-k,n)A, 1(k)B-1(k)'

k
,4a-1 1~` Z` [(lo Z)~-1 f(log Z aa-z ~ lo Z)3a-3 ( )`~~-1~]

' k L. s,k g :,k s,k) ( ó:,k ~ Zi,k
i-1

k-t

G 4" - a~ E. k~ Zik[(log Zi,k)"-1
~(lOg Zi,k)2a

2~(l~g Zi,k)3~-3 ~ (Zi,k)E(a-1)] .

i-U
(5.3.15)
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I~ ow for any ~p

k k

~ ~v(Zz-r,k) a ~ v~(Yt )

with li , 2z,... i.i.d. with distribution function 1- l~x, x~ 1 and independent of

1;,-k,n, hence by the law of large numbers the above expression corn-erges (~ -~ oo)
to

4~ , a. E, E reEz !Za-1 -f Z2~-1 t Z3~-3 f e`la-llz)~

with Z a standard exponentiLal ralndom variable. `~'e have proved (5.3.8) for a~ 1.

For 0 c a c 1, note first that for p c 0, r~ C 0, each t and ry

Qr,r(x) - 2 x~ - 1 decr'eases rraonoto~nically,
y-

1 x}- - 1 1
lim Qc,E (x) - - - c 0,
ayx `L ry- Zry-

Y

1ij1~Qc,E(x) - 2,
x- - 1-

E~A.(t)B(t)~ ~ 0,
7-

hence there exists 1 C y(t) such that

,-r ~ -t
Ql,c(~) - p ' ~. J ~,

7-

Qe,f(q(t)) - Z' 9~.y 1- ~,7-r z -rQ~,E (x) - 2' y C ~,

Clearly q(t) f 1 as t-~ oo and

forlCxGq(t)

for x ~ q(t).

q(t) -1 ~ EIA.(t)B(t)I-

a) For x~ q(t) by (5.3.16) and (5.3.13)

rM~(x)fQ~,~(z)
a J s"-lds G a . 2Re,E(x) '(Mt(x) - Qr,F(x))a

r

Me~x)-Qt,F~x)

(5.3.16)

(5.3.17)

a-1
G a . 41-a . 2 - Qr,f (x) ' (D7- (x)) .



Hence as beFure

~A,~k)~-'~B~k)~-~~

k-1
{ao~Yn-k,n)}-ak ~ {logU(In-i,n) - logU(Yn-k,n)}a 1{2,,k?v( n-k,n)}

i-o

k-1

-k ~.~I~-k ~ ~7ii,k~1{Z~.k?9~ n-k.n)}
i-0

G
k-1 -r- ~ a-1

i,k
~ 1

Z - 1
2a.e.41-a.2k Z.ik

1-U
~-

k-1 '- a-1

G 2LY ~ E .~1-a .`Lk ~ Zz,k
t.k

i-p ry-CZ -1)
y y a-I

---~ 2a . e. 4a-i . 2E e`~ e- i7-

1 {Zi,k ~9~Yn-k,n ~ }

b) For 1 G x L q(t) by Lemrna 5.3.1, (5.316) and (5.313)

IA.~k~l 1IB~k~I-1 ILaO~~n-k,n~}-al
.

k-1

k ~ {logU(Yn-i,n) - logU~Yn-k,n~}a 1{z;,k5v( ~-k,n)}
i-o

~ IA.~k)I 1IB~k)I-1~

k-1

1 7~,f ~7sk~~Qrn ~7tk al Z, C Y k)}' k ~ ~lYly -
k.n ~G -k.n ~G ~) { k-9~ n- ,n

i-0 `

G ~``l.(k)I '~B(k)~ 1.

(5.3.18)

~ ~ Z7- - 1 ~ a
k C t k

~ i
dt,n-k.n `Zi,k~ 1{Z{~kC4~ n-k,n}}

i-o ry-
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c ~A.(k)~-r~B(k)~-~~

k-1

i-0

- ~A.Ík)~-r~B(k)~ r.

~Yn-k.n ( G1,k))a 1{Zi,kC9(n-k,n)}

k-1
k ~co ~E~~`l.(~n-k,n)B(ln-k,n)~Z~k)~ 1{z;.k5v(rn-k,n)}

i-o
~~-ith r3 :- ï- f p~ r~ f e. i~o~~~

k k
k[~ ~iaQ ,

1{~,iC9( n-k.n)} C(QIYn-k,n))a~ ~~ 1{Y,~G9(Yn-k.n)}.
i-L1 í-1

Lsing characteristic functions it is easy to see that

1 k
(Q(Yn-k,n) - 1)-r ~ ~ 1{Y;G4( n-k.n)1-~1

i-1

provlded ~C. (Q(k) - 1) -~ 00, l.e., ~C. IA, 1k) B(k)I -~ 00.

Hence the right hand side of (5.3.18) is less than a constant tirnes E~.
Relation (5.3.8) follows by adding the results of aJ and b~.

In order to establish (5.3.10) we use for a ) 0, a f 6 1 0

(a -F b)a - a~ - a- a~-rb -~ 2r a~-2bz

G a(Q-r)(a-l)b3 (a V(a f b))~-33!

with a- D7(x) and b- .q,(t)H7 ,P(x) -~ A,(t)B(t)R~ ,p,n(x). We then get many
terms of the form

A, (Yn-k,n)Bs(Yn-k,n) ~ ~ f(~á )
i-1

with r, s non-negative integers and fx f(s) a2 G oo.
wé keep the terms with r~- s C 2. By the law of large numbers the other terms

are of lower order. Hence (5.3.10).
In order to get (5.3.11) from ( 5.3.10); we replace all but the first random part by

their means which we can do by the law of large numbers. The explicit expansion
(5.3.12) is obtained by using the beta-integral.
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0
Proof of Corollary 5.3.1 .Apply the central limit theorem to

1 k Y.y 1 a
k~~ ~ry~ ~ ~

0
Proof of Lemma 5.3.3 Combination of expansion (5.3.10) for various values of a.

0
Proof of Theorem 5.2.2 Since

~(1 - 7-)9i - 1~ ~A. ~k) - ~(1 -?'-)yz - 1) ~A. ~k)
Tn - ((1- ry-)~z -1) IA. (k) - ((1- ry-)93 -1) ~A. (k) '

Lernma 5.3.3 and the delta method imply, with Ba and Tn defined in Lemma 5.3.3,

n Bl - B2 d r, - r2 Bl - Bz~A, Tn - ~ - (rl - r,) -: T.
k Bz-B3 Bz-B3 (Bz-Bg)z

Elementarv but tedious calculations show that in fact

Bl - Bz 3 - 12ry- - 3p
Bz - B3 - 3 - 8ry- - p -. , .

I~OW

6 - 12ry-
P:-3-8"ry-f .

Tn-3

~~'e use ry- - 1- l~gl, but we can do that in two ways:

~ Firstly, we can use difFerent numbers of upper order statistics for ry- and Tn
as explained in Remark 5.2.1. So, we now write ry- - y-(kl) and T„ - T„(k),
with the sequence k as specified in the conditions of the Theorem and kl satisfying

k1A, (k~ )--~ ~t with 0 G ~.~1 ~ G oo. Then from Lemma 5.3.3 and Remark 5.2.5

n
lim ~A, ~ (ry- - y-) - 0.

n-~x

Hence

~A, ~k) (P - P)~6
- 12ry-T.

(T - 3)z



So the lirnit distribution is obtained via three linear transformations starting from
a multivariate uormal distribution with kuown parameters.

The details for pa are sirnilar:

7,na) .- (a f 2)G~t2 ~- aGa - 2(a -~ 1)G~tl
- (a ~- 3)Gat3 f (a ~- 1)Gatr - 2(a -~ 2)Gats

with G~ :- ~(1 - 7-)9a - 1~ ~`9. ~kÍ .

With the notation

C~ :- (a -~ 2)Ba}z f aBa - 2(a f 1)Batl

Q~ :- (a ~- 2)ratz f aI'Q - 2(a f 1)I'afr

we find

~A ~T~~) - Gs.~~ d Ca Qa Qatl
-: T~~)

Cofin -~i Ca-{-1 Ca - Cat 1 O

Some lengthy calculations show

~ - 1-P-~a-i-4)7-
Coti 1-~at2)7- -. Ta

I`OW'

P~:-1-(af4)ry--Tn~)~1-(af2)y-~

and hence

~A. ~ k ~ (P~ - P)~ ~(a f 2)7- - 1) To"i .

~ Secondly, one can also use the same number of order statistics for ry- as for Tn
(or for Tn~)). In that case

( n
lim ~A,

lk (?'- - 7-) - (1 - ?'-)~1B1n-~x

and the limit distributions for p and pQ will have bias terms

C 12 1
(1 - ry-)~1B1 -8 - l

T-3
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and

7~(a f 2)(1 - ry-)aiBr -(a f 4)(1 - ry-)arBr,

respectively.

0

5.4 Simulation results

In this section we shall present some of the obtained graphics, concerning simulated
mean values and mean square errors of the estimators under study, p in (5.2.2) and
pn in (5.2.3), for sorne of the studied rnodels, namely:

. Aresin model: with d.f. F(x) -~aresira~, x E(0,1), p--2;

~ Cauchy model: with d.f. F(x) - 2 f ~arctg x, x E Il~, p--2;

we shall also refer to a model which tail has no third order term (cf. Fiyure .~),

~ F modeL with U(t) :- F`-(1 - l~t) - -t~ - t~~~2, t 1 1, p--y - -0.5.

~s pointed out in Remarks 5.2.1 and 5.2.4 and also in the proof of Theorem 5.2.2,
since the estimators p and pQ are not only functions of T„ and of TRa~, respectively,
but also depend on -y-, an efficient estimator y- rnust be considered when the first
order tail pararneter y- is unknown. Along the pictures several setups for have been
followed. IVlainly, we considered three approaches for ry- :

i) true value for ry-, if it is known;
ry- estimated by the negative part of Moment estimator ry"- -"ry- (k) in (5.2.4)

ii) at the optirnal number k- k~~ of upper order statistics;
iii) for the same number k of upper order statistics as for the estirnators p and

Pa.

Of course that for the approach ii), we consider that some efficient method has
been previously followed to obtain the optimal nunrber of upper order statistics for
estimating ry-, as resampling methods for instance.

Here we have merely fixed the optimal value k~r for each model, accordingly
to the mirrimunr asymptotic rnean square error criterium; so, for instance, koP~ -
(2)6~' ~~~4~' and k~r - 945r~5 ~~)~~' for Cauchy and for Aresin models, respectively.



~J9

First, it is shown the general pattern of the estimators, for each model, with a
sarriple size ~i - 50000 in tYie first three pictures (Figures 1-3) and a sinaller sample
size ~- 5000 iri Figure 4. Simulations tiave beeii carried out with 5000 replicatioiis.
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It is clear that for this type of estimators of p, only a srnall portion of the sample
is useful for estimating that second order parameter, once for a wide interval of Io~~er
values of k we get high volatility of the estimators characteristics;

Aresin

-20

0

-120

35 -I

0 5000 10000 15000 20000 25000 30000 35000 40000 45000 50000
- - - - - - - - ---- - -- -.i k
I P--2 - Y- Y- ,,, i'~n ~r P- P~Y-)

I,~,~'~~dl

40 --

~ ~ ---- ~0 I - - - - -- --- - ---.---- -' k
0 5000 10000 15000 20000 25000 30000 35000 40000 45000 50000

30 -II
25 i ~
20 I
15~
10 ! ~~ ~~

i
5

~ ' 1~1 1

Figure 5.1: Simulated mean value ( up) and rnean square error (dovra) of p in (5.2.2),
for a sample of size ~- 50000 from a aresin model (p --2 - ry), considering for ry-
the true value - 5000 replications.
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n~loreover, the estimation of p must be considered in a lower part of the sample,
compared ~~~ith the estimation 7.

Aresin

0 5000 10000 15000 20000 25000 30000 35000 40000 45000 50000
- - - - - - - -~-- k` - I

2 ~r ~

zo
P-- -Y-Y- wl ) P-P(Y-(k)) y-(k) ~

~ ~ ~ ~
; -40 li

~ i ~~ lil I~ ~i~~,~i

3~0 ~~~,~~~V~~~I~~ f~~~~9~Mli ~.1~1~.~ Í~~~I ~Í~ ,
v

~ -80

~
t

'F

-100

-120 i

, - ----0 - -- - - - - -- - - - -- - ' k
0 5000 10000 15000 20000 25000 30000 35000 40000 45000 50000

Figure 5.2: Simulated mean value ( up) and mean square error (down) of p in (5.2.2),
for a sample of size n- 50000 from a Aresin model (p --2 - 7) and ry- estimated
by the negative part of Moment estimator, namely by estimator ry"- - ry- (k) in (5.2.4)
- 5000 replications.
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VVe also present a picture of the general pattern for a model such that U(t) -
F~(1 - l~t) --t~ - t~~~2, t) 1, p- ry; that is, a model with no third order
pararneter, Jid fi (2') with: log U(Y") --Y~ -~'~tP~2 and Y a r.v. with distribution
F(y) - 1- y-1, y~ 1, (p --0.5 - ry). l~otice that the scale for the sirnulated meau
vlue is different from the previous graphics, revealing a better performance for this
model.
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Figure 5.3: Simulated mean value (up) and mean square error (down) of pá in (5.2.3)
(a - 1), for a sample of size ~, - 50000 from a model with no third order parameter,
namely X- U(Y) with: log U(Y) --Y7 - Y7~o~2 and Y a r.v. with distribution
F(y) - 1- y-1, y) 1, (p --0.5 - ry), considering for ry- the true value - 5000
replications.
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In Figure 4 we consider from a Aresin model a srnaller sarnple size, rt - 5000,
which lead us to a pat.tern not much different from Figures 1 or 2, but with a smaller
stabilitt~ region in the lowest portion of the sample.
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Figure 5.4: Simulated mean ~alue ( up) and mean square error (down) of p in (5.2.2),
for a sarnple of size rt - 5000 from a Aresin model (p --2 - ry) and ry- estimated by
the negative part of IVloment estimator ry- - ry- (k) in ( 5.2.4) at the optimal number
k-~~r of upper order statistics - 5000 replications.
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Iri this sectioti ~-e ~.ill iiot present all the pictures associated to eacti approach
for ry-, once it was c}iecked that there were no big differences between thein; also, it
would becorne too heavy to present all the possibilities.

However, it was found interestiug to present a cornparison between the two esti-
inators under the three approaches for two models, in Cauchy with ry positive (-y - 1)
aiid iri Aresin inodel with ry riegative (y --2) .
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by the negative part of IVloment estimator "ry- -"ry- (k) in (5.2.4) ii) at the optimal
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replications.
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Figure 5.6: Simulated mean value of pa in (5.2.3) ( a - 1), for a sample of size
n - 50000 from a Aresin model (p - -2 - ry), with ry- according to: i) true value
(up); estimated by the negative part of Moment estimator ry- - ry- (k) in (5.2.4) ii)
at the optimal number kop~ of upper order statistics (center); iii) ry"- - ry-(k) against
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Figure 5.7: Simulated mean value of p in (5.2.2), for a sample of size n - 50000 from
a Cauchy model (p --2, ry- 1 and ry- - 0); with ry- according to: i) true value
(up); estimated by the negative part of Moment estimator y- -"ry- (k) in (5.2.4) ii)
at the optimal number kop~ of upper order statistics (center); iii) "ry- -"ry- (k) agaínst
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Figure 5.8: Sirnulated mean value of pa in (5.2.3) (a - 1), for a sample of size
n. - 50000 from a Cauchy model (p --2, ry- 1 and ry- - 0), with ry- according to:
i) true value (up); estimated by the negative part of Moment estirnator "ry- - y- (k) in
(5.2.4) ii) at the optirnal number k~~ ofupper order statistics (center); iii) ~- - ry- (k)
against k (down) - 5000 replications.
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In Figure 9, we illustrate the exact perforrnaiice of the estimators p in (5.2.2) and
p~ (a - 1) in ( 5.2.3), a sample path for a generated sample, of size rl - 50000 from
a ~resin model (p - -2 - ry).

l~otice the smoother pattern of p~, .
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Figure 5.9: Sample paths of p in (5.2.2) (up) and of pá (a - 1) in (5.2.3) (~lown)
against k, for a sample of size n- 50000 from a Aresin model (p - -2 - ry), with
ry- estimated by the negative part of Aloment estimator ry- - ry" -(k) in ( 5.2.4) at the
optimal number k- k~~ of upper order statistics .
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Finally, Figure 10 is equivalerit to Figure 9, but for a smaller sarnple size of
n - 5000. Again the smoother pattern is achieved b}- p~, but onl~- for large values k
both paths of the estirnators against k; bave some interpretation for estimating p.
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Figure 5.10: Sample pat}rs of p in (5.2.2) (upJ and of p~ (a - 1) in (5.2.3) (down)
against k, for a sample of size n - 5000 from a Aresin model (p - -2 - ry), with
ry- estimated by the negative part of í~lornent estimator 'ry- - "ry- (k) in (5.2.4) at the
optimal rrumber k- k~r of upper order statistics .
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~~'e have also carried out an application of the estimators to real data. The data
consist of the total life span (in days), of all people born in the years 1877-1881, still
alive on the lst of Januarv of 1971 and who died as residents of the l~etherlands and
reached the age of 94 years (sample si~e is 10391) - data from the Dutch Statistical
Office (C.B.S.).

These data have been studied b~. Aarssen and de Haan (1994), on the extremal
parameter ry estimation context.

Here we studied the exact performance of both estimators, p and pa, for a wide
set of values for a. In Figure 11 we presente the sample paths of p and pa (a - 0.2)
agairrst k; the graphics seam to suggest a value for the second order p parameter
between -2 and -3.
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Figure 5.11: Sample paths of p in (5.2.2) and of pQ (a - 0.2) in (5.2.3) against k,
for mortality data from l~etherlands - ages for men and women born in 18ï7-1881
(sample size is 10391).
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Nederlandse Samenvatting

In het proefschrift wordt de zogenaarnde extreme-waarden-theorie ontwikkeld voor
oneindig-dimensionale problernen, d.w.z. problemen waarbij niet een eindig aautal
getallen, maar een heel continuum van getallerr geobserveerd wordt. Tot nu toe is
alleen de eindig-dirnensionale theorie ontwikkeld.

Een illustratie van zo'n situatie is het volgende. Veronderstel dat je eeu zand-
kasteel gernaakt }iebt aan het strand en je wilt graag wreten wat de kans is dat het
bouwwerk in het volgende kwartier ten minste één keer totaal door het water van de
zee omringd raakt.

Stel dat je nret een camera van bovenaf vastgelegd hebt - gedurende zeg één uur
- de exacte Iijnen die de opeenvolgende golven op het strand achterlaten. Gedurende
clie tijd is het water nog niet achter het kasteel geweest. Veronderstel ook dat dit alles
gebeurt in een stationaire situatie, d.w.z. niet wanneer bijvoorbeeld de vloed aan het
opkomen is.

Dan stelt de theorie van dit proefschrift je in principe in staat om die kans (con-
sistent) te schatten.

De theorie daarvoor wordt stap voor stap in de hoofdstukken 1 t~m 4 opgebouwd.
De hoofdstukken sluiten dus op elkaar aan en vormen samen min of rneer de volledige
theorie.
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